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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF: COLORADO
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
1525 Sherman Street
5th Floor
Denver, CO 80202
CONNECTICUT
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
110 Sherman Street
Hartford, CT 06105
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)

FLORIDA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
Alexander Building
Suite 306
Tallahassee, FL 32301
MASSACHUSETTS
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
One Ashburton Place
19th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
NEW JERSEY
c/o Office of the Attorney
25 Market Street, C.N. 085
Trenton, NJ 08625
NEW YORK
c/o Attorney General7s
Office
120 Broadway, Suite 2601
New York, NY 10271
OHIO
c/o Office of Attorney
General
30 East Broad Street,
15th Floor
Columbus, OH 43215
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)
)
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)
)
}
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Civil Action No.
Class Action

PENNSYLVANIA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
14th Fl., Strawberry Sq.
Harrisburg, PA 17120
UTAH
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
111 State Capitol
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
WASHINGTON
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
1125 Washington St., SE
Olympia, WA 98504
ALABAMA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
5720 Carmichael Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
ALASKA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
1031 West 4th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
ARIZONA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
1275 West Washington St.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
ARKANSAS
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
200 Tower Building
323 Center St.
Little Rock, AR 72201
CALIFORNIA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
1515 K Street
Suite 511
Sacramento, CA 95814
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DELAWARE
c/o Department of Justice
820 N. French St.
8th Floor
Wilmington, DE 19801
GEORGIA
c/o Department of Law
40 Capitol Square, SW
Atlanta, GA 30334
HAWAII
c/o Department the Attorney
General
425 Queen Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
IDAHO
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
700 West Jefferson, Rm. 119
Boise, ID 83720
ILLINOIS
c/o Attorney General
100 West Randolph Street
13th Floor
Chicago, IL 60601
INDIANA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
Indiana Govt. Center South
Fifth Floor
402 West Washington St.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
IOWA
c/o Department of Justice
Hoover State Office Bldg.
Second Floor
Des Moines, IA 50319
KANSAS
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
Judicial Bldg.
301 West Tenth Street
Topeka, KS 66612
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KENTUCKY
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
1024 Capital Center Drive
Frankfort, KY 40602
LOUISIANA
c/o Department of Justice
301 Main St.
One American Place
Baton Rouge, LA 70801
MAINE
c/o Department of the
Attorney General
State House Bldg., Sta. 6
Augusta, ME 04333
MARYLAND
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
200 Saint Paul Place
19th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
MICHIGAN
c/o Department of Attorney
General
525 West Ottawa St.
670 Law Bldg.
Lansing, MI 48913
MINNESOTA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
445 Minnesota St., 1400 NCL
St. Paul, MN 55101
MISSISSIPPI
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
450 High Street
Carrol Gartin Justice Bldg.
Jackson, MS 39201
MISSOURI
c/o Attorney General of
Missouri
Supreme Court Bldg.
207 West High Street
Jefferson City, MO 65010
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MONTANA
c/o Department of Justice
Justice Bldg.
215 North Sanders
Helena, MT 59620
NEBRASKA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
Room 2115, State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 68509
NEVADA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
Old Supreme Court Bldg.
198 South Carson
Carson City, NV 89710
NEW HAMPSHIRE
c/o Department of Justice
33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301
NEW MEXICO
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
6301 Indian School Rd., NE
Suite 400
Albuquerque, NM 87110
NORTH CAROLINA
c/o Department of Justice
104 Fayetteville St. Mall
Raleigh, NC 27602
NORTH DAKOTA
c/o Office of Attorney
General
State Capitol
600 East Blvd. Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58505
OKLAHOMA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
4545 North Lincoln Blvd.
Suite 260
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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OREGON
c/o Department of Justice
Justice Bldg.
1162 Court St., NE, Ste. 100
Salem, OR 97310
RHODE ISLAND
c/o Department of the
Attorney General
72 Pine Street
Providence RI 02903
SOUTH CAROLINA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
2000 Assembly St.
Columbia, SC 29211
SOUTH DAKOTA
c/o Office of Attorney
General
500 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
TENNESSEE
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
450 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, TN 37243
TEXAS
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
P.O. Box 12548
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
VERMONT
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
109 State St.
Montpelier, VT 05609
VIRGINIA
c/o Office of
General
Supreme Court
101 North 8th
Fifth Floor
Richmond, VA

the Attorney
Bldg.
St.
23219
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WEST VIRGINIA
c/o Office of the Attorney
General
812 Quarrier St., 6th FI.
Charleston, WV 25301

)
)
)
)
)
)
WISCONSIN
)
c/o Department of Justice
)
123 West Washington Ave.
)
4th Floor
)
P.O. Box 7857
)
Madison, WI 53707
)
)
WYOMING
)
c/o Office of Attorney
)
General
)
123 Capitol Bldg.
)
Cheyenne, WY 82002
)
)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
)
c/o Office of the
)
Corporation Council
)
441 4th St., NW
)
Washington, DC 20001
)
)
GUAM
)
c/o Office of the Attorney
)
General
)
238 Archbishop F.C. Flores
)
Street
)
Agana, Guam
)
)
COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN )
MARIANA ISLANDS
)
c/o Office of the Attorney
)
General
)
Administration Bldg., 2d FI. )
Capitol Hill
)
Saipan, MP 96950
)
)
by and through their
)
Attorneys General,
)
on behalf of a class,
)
)
Plaintiffs
)
)
v.
)
)
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
)
400 W. Service Road
)
Chantilly, VA 22021
)
)
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ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.,
Suite 800
240 Main Street
Juneau, AK 89980
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
4333 Amon Carter Blvd.
Port Worth, TX 76155-2664
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
2929 Allen Parkway
Houston, TX 77019
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
Hartsfield Atlanta International
Airport
Atlanta, GA 30320
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
5101 Northwest Drive, Dept. A4450
St. Paul, MN 55111-3034
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
One City Centre
St. Louis, MO 63101
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
1200 Algonquin Road
Elk Grove Township, IL 60007
USAIR, INC.,
2345 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22227
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

________________________________________________ )

COMPLAINT
The States of Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and Washington,
Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Delaware,
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
8

New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont,
Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming and the District of
Columbia, and the territories of Guam, and the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands, plaintiffs, by their Attorneys
General, bring this action to obtain treble damages against the
above-named defendants, and complain and allege as follows:
I*

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This Complaint is filed under Section 4 of the Sherman

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15, to recover damages, including treble
damages, costs of suit and reasonable attorneys7 fees against
defendants for the injuries sustained by plaintiffs and members
of the class by reason of the violations as claimed herein,
2.

Jurisdiction is further conferred upon this Court by 28

U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1337.
3.

Each of the defendants transacts business and is found

within the District of Columbia, within the meaning of 15 "U.S.C.
§ 22 and 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (b) and (c).
II.
DEFENDANTS
4.

Airline Tariff Publishing Company ("ATP") is a District

of Columbia corporation with its principal place of business in
Chantilly, Virginia.

ATP is wholly owned by a group of airlines

that includes the airline defendants.
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5.

Alaska Airlines, Inc. ("Alaska") is an Alaska

corporation with its principal place of business in Seattle,
Washington.

Alaska's combined domestic and international

operating revenues ("total revenues") in 1991 were $1.1 billion.

6.

American Airlines, Inc. ("American) is a Delaware

corporation with its principal place of business in Ft. Worth,
Texas.

American's 1991 total revenues were $12.1 billion.

7.

Continental Airlines, Inc.

("Continental") is a

Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in
Houston, Texas. Continental's 1991 total revenues were $5.3
billion.
8.

Delta Air Lines, Inc. ("Delta") is a Delaware

corporation with its principal place of business in Atlanta,
Georgia.
9.

Delta's 1991 total revenues were $10.1 billion.
Northwest Airlines, Inc. ("Northwest") is a Minnesota

corporation with its principal place of business in St. Paul,
Minnesota.
10.

Northwest's 1991 total revenues were $7.5 billion.
Trans World Airlines, Inc.

("TWA") is a Delaware

corporation with its principal place of business in St. Louis,
Missouri.
11.

TWA's 1991 total revenues were $3.7 billion.
United Air Lines, Inc. ("United") is a Delaware

corporation with its principal place of business in Elk Grove
Village, Illinois.

United's 1991 total revenues were $11.7

billion.
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12.

USAir, Inc.

("USAir") is a Delaware corporation with

its principal place of business in Arlington, Virginia.

USAir's

1991 total revenues were $6.0 billion.
13.

As used in this Complaint, "airline defendants" means

Alaska, American, Continental, Delta, Northwest, TWA, United and
USAir.
14.

Whenever this Complaint refers to any act, deed, or

transaction of any defendant, it means

the defendant engaged in

the act, deed, or transaction by or through its officers,
directors, employees, agents, or other representatives while they
actively were engaged in the management, direction, control, or
transaction of its business or affairs.

III.
CO-CONSPIRATORS
15.

Various others, not named as defendants, have

participated as co-conspirators with defendants in the violations
alleged in this Complaint, and have performed acts and maàe
statements in furtherance thereof.

IV.
TRADE AND COMMERCE
16.

During the period of time covered by this Complaint,

each of the airline defendants has been engaged in the business
of selling and providing air passenger transportation services
throughout the United States.
11

17.

Each of the airline defendants provides scheduled

domestic air passenger transportation services in numerous city
pairs.

A city pair is a set of two cities between which

scheduled air passenger transportation services are provided.
Each airline defendant competes with one or more of the other
airline defendants for travelers in a number of city pairs.
18.

Total sales of domestic air passenger transportation

services to the persons represented herein were approximately
$1.75 billion dollars during the time period covered by the
Complaint.
19.

During the complaint time period, a substantial portion

of each of the airline defendants' revenues has been derived from
the sale and provision of air passenger transportation services
between different states.

During the complaint time period, the

activities of each of the airline defendants that are the subject
of this Complaint have been within the flow of and have
substantially affected interstate trade and commerce.
20.

During the complaint time period, defendant ATP has

been engaged in the collection and dissemination of air passenger
transportation fare data.

As described below, the airline

defendants transmit, electronically and by mail, fare
information, such as fare amount and restrictions, to ATP, which
in turn disseminates the information for compensation to airlines
and other ATP subscribers throughout the United States.

During

the complaint time period, the activities of ATP that are the

12

subject of this Complaint have been within the flow of and have
substantially affected interstate trade and commerce.
21.

Each of the airline defendants is an owner of ATP.

ATP

maintains a data base of airline fare information. For each fare
submitted by an airline defendant to ATP for processing, the
airline defendant supplies ATP with, among

other things, a fare

basis code (the name of the fare), the dollar amount, and the
fare rules.

The fare rules contain the conditions under which a

fare can be used or sold ("fare restrictions").

In addition,

each airline defendant can attach up to two footnotes to each of
its fares.
22.

Footnotes, which are identified by alphanumeric codes

("footnote designators"), also contain conditions on the use of
the fare.

During the complaint time period, the footnotes

typically contained first ticket dates or last ticket dates, but
on occasion they also contained
applicable travel periods.

other limitations, such as

On occasion, an airline would attach

the same footnote to more than one fare.
23.

A first ticket date indicated the first date that a

fare would be available for sale if the fare were ultimately
offered to the public.

Until the first ticket date arrived, no

passenger could purchase a ticket for travel at that fare.
Airlines often changed the first ticket date to an earlier or
later time or withdrew the fare before the first ticket date
arrived.
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24.

A last ticket date indicated the last date that a fare

could be sold.

After the last ticket date had passed, no

passenger could purchase a ticket at that fare.

Airlines often

changed the last ticket date to an earlier or later time or
withdrew the fare before the last ticket date arrived.
25.

Using first ticket dates, the airline defendants

created fares that were not currently available for sale, and by
changing those first ticket dates, they changed the date that the
fares were scheduled to become available.

Using last ticket

dates, fares then currently available for sale could be scheduled
to end at some future date, and by changing last ticket dates,
fares could be rescheduled to end on a different date.

The

airline defendants linked two or more such fare changes by using
a common footnote designator.

The airline defendants submit such

fare changes, among others, to ATP at least once each weekday.
26.

After ATP receives

fare changes from the airline

defendants, it processes the changes, and disseminates
information on those fare changes at least once each weekday to
the airline defendants and other ATP subscribers, including
computer reservation systems owned by airline defendants.

During

the complaint time period, the information disseminated by ATP
included, among other things, the fare basis codes, dollar
amounts, footnote designators, first and last ticket dates, and
rules involved in each airline's pricing actions.
27.

The airline defendants, either directly or through an

ATP subscriber, employ sophisticated computer programs that sort
14

the fare information received from ATP and produce detailed
reports.

These reports allow the airline defendants to monitor

and analyze immediately each other's fare changes which, during
the complaint time period, included ticketing dates and the ties
or links among fare changes in various markets.

V.
PLAINTIFFS AND CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
28.

The 50 United States, the District of Columbia and

territories of Guam and the Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
Islands are plaintiffs in this action this action.

In their

proprietary capacity each such state as well as other class
members purchased domestic air passenger transportation services
from one or more of the defendant airlines during the period of
the violations alleged herein.
29.

Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves

and as a class action under the provisions of Rule 23(a) and
(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of all
members of the following class:
Each state of the United States, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa,
and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and
each of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities,
including but not limited to their departments, branches,
bureaus, agencies, colleges, universities, hospitals,
counties, cities, towns, villages, parishes, municipalities,
school districts, public transit districts, special purpose
districts, redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts, as
well as any agencies and instrumentalities in and of more
than one such state or the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
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30.

Plaintiffs do not know the exact size of the class.

However, according to the 1990 United States, Bureau of the
Census of Governments, there are approximately 87,000
governmental units in the United States based on the nature of
the trade and commerce involved, plaintiffs believe that the
class numbers at least in the thousands and that the members of
the class are geographically dispersed throughout the United
States.

Therefore, joinder of all members of the class would be

impracticable.
31.

There are questions of law and fact common to the

members of the class, including:
(a)

whether the defendant airlines agreed to fix,

raise, maintain, or stabilize the prices charged to plaintiffs
for domestic airline tickets;
(b)

whether the defendant airlines have combined,

conspired or agreed to refrain from competing with each other on
the basis of price, and/or to suppress, reduce or eliminate
competition among themselves on the basis of price;
(c)

whether the defendant airlines had an agreement or

tinderstanding to respect and not challenge by price competition
each other's maintenance of hubs at major airports throughout the
United States;
(d)

whether the defendant airlines had an agreement or

understanding that the dominant airline or airlines at each of
the hubs would not be subject to price competition on air
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transportation in and out of such hubs, and/or would not
underprice the dominant airline's fares;
(e)

whether the defendant airlines used the ATP

computer system to exchange current and future price information,
to signal price changes, and/or to solicit agreement as to price
changes;
(f)

whether the defendant airlines have agreed and

acted to enforce their agreements to fix prices through various
means of threats and retaliation against competitors who
disregarded or violated such agreements; and
(g)

whether the conduct of the defendants has resulted

in plaintiffs paying higher fares for domestic air
transportation;
32.

Plaintiffs are members of the class, their claims are

typical of the claims of class members, and they will fairly and
adequately protect the interests of the class.

The interests of

plaintiffs are coincident with, and not antagonistic to, those of
the other members of the class and plaintiffs are represented by
counsel experienced in the prosecution of antitrust class
actions.
33.

The prosecution of separate actions by individual

members of the class would create a risk of inconsistent or
varying adjudications, establishing incompatible standards of
conduct for the defendants.
34.

The defendants have acted, and refused to act, on

grounds generally applicable to the class.
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35.

The questions of law and fact common to the members of

the class predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, including legal and factual issues relating
to liability and damages.
36.

A class action is superior to other available methods

for the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy.

The

class is readily definable and prosecution as a class action will
eliminate the possibility of repetitious litigation, while also
providing redress for claims too small to make practicable the
expense of individual, complex, litigation.

VII.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
37.
January

During the period beginning at least as early as
1988 and continuing through December 31, 1992 each of

the airline defendants and co-conspirators engaged in various
combinations and conspiracies with other of the airline
defendants and co-conspirators in unreasonable restraint of
interstate trade and commerce in violation of Section 1 of the
Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.
38.

These combinations and conspiracies consisted of

agreements, understandings, and concerted actions to increase
fares, refrain from competing with each other on the basis of
price, eliminate discounted fares, and set fare restrictions for
tickets purchased for travel in domestic city-pair markets in the
United States.
18

39.

For the purpose of forming and effectuating these

combinations and conspiracies, the airline defendants and co
conspirators, through ATP, did the following things, among
others:
(a)

exchanged proposals to change fares and negotiated

increases to fares, changes in fare restrictions, and the
elimination of discounts, using, among other things, first and
last ticket dates, fare codes, and footnote designators;
(b)

traded fare increases or the elimination of

discounts in one or more city-pair markets for fare increases or
the elimination of discounts in other city-pair markets;
(c)

agreed to increase fares, eliminate discounted

fares, and set fare restrictions by exchanging mutual assurances;
and
(d)

agreed to respect and not challenge by price

competition each other's maintenance of hubs at major airports
throughout the United States.
40.

These combinations and conspiracies had the following

effects during the complaint time period, among others:
(a)

price competition among the airline defendants for

the provision of air passenger transportation services in
domestic city-pair markets was unreasonably restrained; and
(b)

consumers were deprived of the benefits of free

and open competition in the sale of air passenger transportation
services.
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VIII.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
41.

During the period beginning at least as early as

January 1988 and continuing through December 31, 1992, the
airline defendants, ATP, and co-conspirators have engaged in a
combination and conspiracy in unreasonable restraint of
interstate trade and commerce in violation of Section 1 of the
Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.
42.

This combination and conspiracy consisted of an

agreement, understanding, and concert of action among defendants
and co-conspirators to create, maintain, operate, and participate
in the ATP fare dissemination system for domestic air passenger
transportation services.

The fare dissemination system

was

formulated and operated in a manner that unnecessarily
facilitated coordinated interaction among the airline defendants
and co-conspirators by enabling them to, among other things:
(a)

engage in a dialogue with one another about

planned or contemplated increases to fares, changes in fare
restrictions and the elimination of discounts;
(b)

communicate to one another ties or links between

proposed fare changes in one or more city-pair markets and
proposed fare changes in other city-pair markets;
(c)

monitor each other's intentions concerning

increases to fares, withdrawals of discounted fares, and changes
in fare restrictions; and

20

(d)

lessen uncertainty concerning each other's pricing

intentions.
43.

The combination and conspiracy has had and continues to

have the following effects during the complaint time period,
among others:
(a)

coordinated interaction among the defendants and

co-conspirators was made more frequent, more successful, and more
complete;
(b)

price competition among the airline defendants for

the provision of air passenger transportation services

was

unreasonably restrained; and
(c)

consumers of air passenger transportation services

were deprived of the benefits of free and open competition in the
sale of such services.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray that the Court;
(a)

Adjudge and decree that the defendants have engaged in

an unlawful contract in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman
Act, 15 U.S.C. Section 1 ;
(b)

Enter judgment in favor of plaintiffs and against

defendants, jointly and severally, for threefold the damages
determined to have been sustained by the plaintiff states and the
persons represented by the plaintiffs;
(c)

Award plaintiffs the cost of suit, including reasonable

attorneys' fees;
21

(d)

Grant plaintiffs such other relief as the nature of the

case may require and the Court may deem just and proper.

Dated:

Respectfully submitted,

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of
the State of Colorado:

ian M . Z a v i s l a n

/ ^

Tirst Assistant Attorney General
Maria Berkenkotter
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Department of Law
1525 Sherman Street, Fifth FI.
Denver, CO 80203
RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:
By :

Steven Ruttstein 7
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
110 Sherman Street
Hartford, CT 06105

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Florida:

Chief, Assistant Attorney General
Liz Leeds
Assistant Attorney General

Office of the Attorney General
The Capitol, PL 01
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1050

SCOTT HARSHBARGER
Attorney General of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts:

Assistant Attorney General
Consumer Protection
& Antitrust
Office of the Attorney General
One Ashburton Place, 19th FI.
Boston, MA 02108-1698
DEBORAH T. PORITZ
Attorney General of
the State of New Jersey:

Deputy Attorney General
Division of Criminal Justice
Department of Law & Public
& Safety
Richard J. Hughes Justice
Complex
25 Market Street, CN 085
Trenton, NJ 08625

G. OLIVER KOPPELL
Attorney General of
the State of New York:

U U U Ì 0 C

y u X U A .

Assistant Attorney General
Antitrust Bureau
Office of the Attorney General
120 Broadway, Suite 2601
New York, NY 10271
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LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:
By:

/ (j.

Doreen ¡Johnson /
Chief, Antitrust Section
Assistant Attorney General
Elizabeth Watts
Assistant Attorney General
State Office Tower
30 East Broad Street
16th Floor
Columbus, OH 43215

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:

tfàmes A. Donahue, III
senior Deputy Attorney General
Antitrust Section
Office of Attorney General
14th Floor, Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17120
JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:
Section Chief
Antitrust Section
Office of the Attorney General
State Capitol, Room 236
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0810
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STATE OF WASHINGTON:
CHRISTINE O. GREGOIRE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
By
Carol A. Smith
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
1125 Washington Street, S.E.
P.O. Box 40100
Olympia, WA 98504-0100
THE STATE OF ALABAMA
JAMES H. EVANS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Marc Givhan
Deputy Attorney General
Office of Attorney General
5720 Carmichael Road
Montgomery, AL 36117
THE STATE OF ALASKA
BRUCE M. BOTELHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Daveed A. Schwartz
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Law
1031 West 4th Avenue, Suite 200
Anchorage, AK 99501
THE STATE OF ARIZONA
GRANT WOODS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Suzanne Dallimore
Antitrust Unit Chief
Office of the Attorney General
1275 West Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007
THE STATE OF ARKANSAS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
WINSTON BRYANT
Royce O. Griffin
Office of the Attorney General
200 Tower Building
323 Center Street
Little Rock, AR 72201
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THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DANIEL E. LUNDGREN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Thomas Greene
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
1515 K Street, Suite 511
Sacramento, CA 95814
THE STATE OF DELAWARE
CHARLES M. OBERLY III
ATTORNEY GENERAL
John Polk
Deputy Attorney General
Civil Division
Office of the Attorney General
Carvel State Office Building
820 North French Street, 8th FI.
Wilmington, DE 19801
THE STATE OF GEORGIA
MICHAEL J. BOWERS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
George P. Shingler
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
40 Capitol Square, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30334
THE STATE OF HAWAII
ROBERT A. MARKS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
John Anderson
Supervising Deputy Attorney General
Commerce and Economic Development Division
Office of the Attorney General
425 Queen Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
THE STATE OF IDAHO
LARRY ECHOHAWK
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Brett DeLange
Unit Chief, Consumer Protection Unit
Office of the Attorney General
Consumer Protection Unit
P.O. Box 83720
700 West Jefferson, Room 119
26

Boise, ID

83720

THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
ROLAND W. BURRIS
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Christine H. Rosso
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
State of Illinois Center
100 West Randolph Street, 13th FI.
Chicago, IL 60601
THE STATE OF INDIANA
PAMELA CARTER
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Janice E. Kreuscher
Office of the Attorney General
Indiana Government Center South
Fifth Floor
402 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
THE STATE OF IOWA
BONNIE J. CAMPBELL
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Steve St. Clair
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Hoover State Office Building
Second Floor
Des Moines, IA 50319
THE STATE OF KANSAS
ROBERT T. STEPHAN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Mary Ann Heckman
Office of the Attorney General
Judicial Building
301 West Tenth Street
Topeka, KS 66612
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CHRIS GORMAN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
David R. Vandeventer
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
P.O. Box 2000
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1024 Capital Center Drive
Frankfort, KY 40602
THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
RICHARD P. IEYOUB
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Jane B. Johnson
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Department of Justice
P.O. Box 94095
Baton Rouge, LA 70804
THE STATE OF MAINE
MICHAEL E. CARPENTER
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Stephen L. Wessler
Assistant Attorney General
Director, Public Protection Unit
Office of the Attorney General
State House Building
Station 6
Augusta, ME 04333
THE STATE OF MARYLAND
J. JOSEPH CURRAN, JR.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Ellen S . Cooper
Assistant Attorney General
Chief, Antitrust Division
Office of the Attorney General
200 Saint Paul Place
19th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
FRANK J. KELLEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Robert Ward
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Consumer Protection Division
P.O. Box 30215
Lansing, MI 48909
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THE STATE OF MINNESOTA
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY III
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Paul R. Kempainen
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
NCL tower
445 Minnesota Street, 14th FI.
St. Paul, MN 55101
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
MIKE MOORE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Jim Steel
Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Department of Justice
P.O. Box 220
Jackson, MS 39205
THE STATE OF MISSOURI
JEREMIAH W. NIXON
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Penny G. Newman
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
3100 Broadway, Suite 609
Kansas City, MO 64111
THE STATE OF MONTANA
JOSEPH P. MAZUREK
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Elizabeth Baker
Assistant Chief Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Justice Building
215 North Sanders
Helena, MT 59620
THE STATE OF NEBRASKA
DON STENBERG
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Dale A. Comer
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
State Capitol
P.O. Box 98920
Lincoln, NE 68509
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THE STATE OF NEVADA
FRANKIE SUE DEL PAPA
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Marty Howard
Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Old Supreme Court Bldg.
198 South Carson
Carson City, NV 89710
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
JEFFREY R. HOWARD
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Walter L. Maroney
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
TOM UDALL
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Susan G. White
Assistant Attorney General
Consumer Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
6301 Indian School Road NE
Suite 400
Albuquerque, NM 87110
THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
MICHAEL F. EASLEY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
K. D. Sturgis
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Department of Justice
P.O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602
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THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
HEIDI HEITKAMP
ATTORNEY GENERAL
David W. Huey
Assistant Attorney General
consumer Protection/Antitrust Section
Office of the Attorney General
State Capitol
600 East Boulevard Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58505
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
SUSAN B. LOVING
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Jane F. Wheeler
Chief, Consumer Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Suite 260
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

THE STATE OF OREGON
THEODORE R. KULONGOSKI
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Andy Aubertine
Assistant Attorney General
Financial Fraud Section
Office of the Attorney General
Justice Building
1162 Court Street NE
Suite 100
Salem, OR 97310
THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND
JEFFREY B. PINE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Jametta Alston
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
72 Pine Street
Providence, RI 02903
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THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
T. TRAVIS MEDLOCK
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Rakale Buchanan Smith
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Rembert C. Dennis Office Building
P.O. Box 11549
Columbia, Sc 29211
THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
MARK W. BARNETT
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Jeffrey P. Hallem
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
500 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
THE STATE OF TENNESSEE
CHARLES W. BURSON
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Perry Craft
Deputy Attorney General
Antitrust Division
Office of the Attorney General
450 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, TN 37243
THE STATE OF TEXAS
DAN MORALES
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Thomas P. Perkins Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Chief, Consumer Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
Capitol Station
P.O. Box 12548
Austin, TX 78711
THE STATE OF VERMONT
JEFFREY L AMESTOY
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Julie Brill
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
JAMES S. GILMORE, III
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Frank Seales Jr.
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Chief, Antitrust and Consumer Section
Office of the Attorney General
Supreme Court Building
101 North 8th Street
Fifth Floor
Richmond, VA 23219
THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
DARRELL V. MACGRAW, JR
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Thomas W. Rodd
Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
812 Quarrier Street
6th Floor
Charleston, WV 25301
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN
JAMES E. DOYLE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Kevin J. O'Connor
Assistant Attorney General
Wisconsin Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7857
123 West Washington Avenue
4th Floor
Madison, WI 53707
THE STATE OF WYOMING
JOSEPH B. MEYER
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Barbara L. Boyer
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
State Capitol Building
Cheyenne, WY 82002
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THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ERIAS HYMAN
ACTING CORPORATION COUNSEL, D.C.
Doreen E . Thompson
Chief, Economic Regulation Section
Office of the Corporation Counsel
441 4th Street NW, Rm. 6N67
Washington, DC 20001
GUAM
DONALD L. PAILLETTE
ATTORNEY GENERAL, ACTING
238 Archbishop F.C. Flores Street
Agana, Guam
THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS
RICHARD WEIL
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Thomas E. Sheldon
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
2nd Floor, Administration Bldg.
Capitol Hill
Saipan, MP 96950
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs
v.
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.:

________________________________________________ )

SETTLEMKHT AGREEMENT

Attached for filing is the Settlement Agreement between the
Plaintiffs and Defendants

Respectfully submitted
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
ATTORNEY GENERAL

II
ney General
Antitrust Section
14th Fl., Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17120
(717) 787-4530

JAD/sd/SetCover.430
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This Settlement

Acr:re<=niPn+- „
,
5
^
15 made and entered into this n t h
day of October, 1994,
k>y a n d between the
M
Case Management States as
hereinafter defined, a n d A i r l i n e Tariff
.
b l i s h m g Company ("ATP")
and the airlines,
a s
h e r e i n a f t e r defined
w M x, •
erined, which include the
following:
Alaska
Airlines,
inc
am
•
■, American Airlines,
inc
Continental A i r l i n e s ,
inr„.
*'
'
A l r L in e s ' m e .. Northwest
c r i m e s , I n c ., T ran s W o r l d M r l i n s s , In o ., un ited A i r L in e s, ^
and

USAir,

Inc.

ATP

collectively r e f e r r e d
WHEREAS,

the

and

to

as

Case

investigation of the

thp a .!vo.
S
shall
-the Defendants."

States h =
tates have conducted
p r i c i n g practices of the Defendant8. ^

of

the

the C a s e

class action should b e
treble

damages

entities

on

which

Defendants

constitute price

fixing

in

§ i; and

Management States have determined that a
commenced against the Defendants

behalf

purchase

of all
domes tin

state

an<J ^

passenger

transportation

and

the D e f e n d a n t s

violative of the antitrust

seeking

=

air
services from the airlines;
WHEREAS,

an

states allege that certain of the

violation of the S h e r m a n A c t / J-o
ic T
T c
u.b.c.
WHEREAS,

hereinafter

Management

WHEREAS, the c a s e M a n e «
pricing practices

be

deny that any of

their conduct

is

laws of the United states or of any

State; and
WHEREAS,

the Case Management states and the Defendants have

each concluded that the claims of the state and local governmental
entities should be compromised and settled in order to avoid the
expense, delay and distraction that n r o t r - p ^ ^
Protracted,
litigation would represent; and

1

complex antitrust

WHEREAS,

the Parties have determined it to be in their best

interests to resolve this dispute and enter into this Settlement
Agreement in order to assist the states to obtain future domestic
air passenger transportation services for themselves and members of
the settlement class ;
NOW, THEREFORE, without adjudication of any issue of fact or
law or
Parties,

I.

admission of

wrongdoing,

and upon

the

agreement

of

the

the Parties enter into this Settlement Agreement.

DEFINITIONS
As used in this Settlement Agreement:
A.

"Administration

Account"

means

an

interest-bearing

account established and maintained by the Case Management States
for the purpose of paying Administration Costs.
the

Administration

Account

shall

be

funded

The principal of
as

described

in

Paragraph V.A. below.
B.

"Administration Costs" means the administration expenses

and state costs and fees as described in Paragraphs V.B. and V.C.
below.
C.

"Airline"

or

"Airlines"

is

used

individually

or

collectively to refer to the following:
1.

Alaska Airlines,

Inc., an Alaska corporation with

its principal place of business in Seattle, Washington.
2.

American Airlines,

Inc.,

a Delaware

corporation

with its principal place of business in Ft. Worth, Texas.
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3.

Continental Airlines, Inc., a Delaware corporation

with its principal place of business in Houston, Texas.
4.

Delta Air Lines, Inc., a Delaware corporation with

its principal place of business in Atlanta, Georgia.
5.

Northwest Airlines,

Inc., a Minnesota corporation

with its principal place of business in St. Paul, Minnesota.
6.

Trans World Airlines, Inc., a Delaware corporation

with its principal place of business in St. Louis, Missouri.
7.

United Air Lines, Inc. , a Delaware corporation with

its principal place of business in Elk Grove Village,
8.

USAir,

Inc.,

a

Delaware

Illinois.

corporation -with

its

principal place of business in Arlington, Virginia.
D.

"ATP" means Airline Tariff Publishing Company, a District

of Columbia corporation with its principal place of business in
Chantilly, Virginia.

ATP is wholly owned by a group of companies

providing air passenger transportation services that includes the
A irlines.
E.

"Case

Management

States"

means

the

Offices

6f

the

Attorneys General of the States of Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and
Washington.
F.

"Commuter Carrier" means a non-defendant airline that has

a code-sharing arrangement with an Airline pursuant to which it
provides Domestic Travel under that Airline's code.
G.
$50

"Contract Fares" means all published fares in excess of

one-way for scheduled domestic air passenger transportation

services that are available for Official Government Travel pursuant

3

to

a

written

Governmental

contract

Entity

or

agreement

and an Airline,

between

any

or published

Eligible

special

fares

granted by an Airline to any Eligible Governmental Entity.
H.

"Court" means the United States District Court for the

District of Columbia.
I.

"Defendants" means ATP and the Airlines.

J.

"Discount Fares" means a ten percent (10%) discount from

the total published cost of purchase that is otherwise applicable
to a ticket, but the discount shall not apply to any departure tax,
agricultural inspection fee or any local-airport-authority-imposed
Passenger Facility Charge.
K.

"Domestic Travel" means scheduled passenger air travel

anywhere within or between the fifty United States, the District of
Columbia,

Puerto Rico or the U.S.

Virgin

Islands,

but does not

include a Domestic leg of a connecting itinerary which has been
ticketed pursuant
fare.

leg)

to

the

application of

travel on that leg

a non-Domestic

through

a separately published Domestic

(but not on the connecting non-Domestic

shall qualify as Domestic Travel.
L.

Case

application of

Where, however, such a connecting Domestic leg is ticketed

pursuant
Fare,

to the

"Effective Date" means the date on which all of both the

Management

States

and

the

Defendants

have

executed

this

Settlement Agreement.
M.

"Eligible Governmental

Entity or Entities"

means

each

state of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth
of

the

Northern

Marianas

Islands,
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and

each

of

their

political

subdivisions
their

or instrumentalities,

departments,

universities,

branches,

hospitals,

including but not

bureaus,

limited to

agencies,

counties,

cities,

school

districts,

colleges,

towns,

villages,

parishes,

municipalities,

public

transit

districts,

special purpose districts, redevelopment agencies, and

taxing districts, as well as any agencies and instrumentalities in
and of more than one such state or the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico,

the

U.S.

Virgin

Islands,

Guam,

American

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
not

include

governmental

the

government

of

the

United

Samoa,

or

the

This definition does
States,

any

federal

agency or any private entity regardless of whether

that entity receives funds from an Eligible Governmental Entity.
N.

"Eligible Purchaser"

or "Eligible Purchasers" means an

Eligible Governmental Entity or its employees, agents or invitees,
when engaged in Official Government Travel.
O.

"Final Judgment" means the order entered by the Court

after final approval of this

Settlement Agreement

in accordance

with Rules 23 and 54 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

The

Final Judgment shall be in a form substantially similar to that
attached as Exhibit A.

The Final Judgment shall become final after

entry is made and the time to appeal has expired or, if appealed,
entry has been affirmed by the court of last resort to which such
an appeal has been taken and such affirmance is no longer subject
to further appeal or review.

In determining the time for appeal,

further appeal, or review, the provisions of Rule 60 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, and the All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1651,
shall not apply.
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P.

"Official Government Travel" means the use of domestic

air passenger transportation services by an Eligible Purchaser when
such travel

is being conducted for Eligible Governmental Entity

business purposes and the costs of such travel are either paid for
or reimbursed by the Eligible Governmental Entity.
Q.

"Parties" shall mean the signatories of this Settlement

Agreement including the Plaintiff States.
R.

"Person" means an individual, corporation, partnership or

entity of whatever type.
S.

"Plaintiff

States"

means

those

states

that

enter into the terms of this Settlement Agreement
with

the

terms

representatives

of
of

Paragraph
the

class

Vili.B.
of

herein

Eligible

choose

to

in accordance

as

joint

Governmental

class

Entities

contemplated by this Settlement Agreement.
T.

"Released Parties" means the Defendants and the Commuter

Carriers on which Discount Fares are made available for Domestic
Travel,
officers,

as

well

as

each

directors,

subsidiaries,

and

of

their

agents,

divisions

respective

employees,
and

their

past

parents,
respective

or

present

affiliates,
successors,

assigns and legal representatives.
U.

"Repository" means the independent Person designated by

the Airlines and the Case Management States that will receive data
from the Airlines concerning the sale of Discount Fare tickets, and
that will perform the various functions assigned to it by Exhibit
F of this Settlement Agreement.
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II.

AGREEMENT
A.

are

All of the obligations of this Settlement Agreement that

binding

upon

the

Airlines

shall

be

binding

upon

their

respective successors, assigns and legal representatives.
B.

Subject to the approval of the Court and consistent with

the terms of this Settlement Agreement, the Parties agree to settle
the claims contained in the Complaint to be filed in substantially
the form attached hereto as Exhibit B in the United States District
Court

for the District of Columbia as a related case to United

States v. Airline Tariff Publishing C o . . C.A. No. 92-2854, on the
terms

and

conditions

described

in

this

Settlement

Agreement,

including the release contained herein.
C.

The

foregoing

Complaint

will

be

filed

by

the

Case

Management States and the Plaintiff States within thirty (30) days
of the Effective Date of this Settlement Agreement. Not less than
ten

(10)

days

before

filing the

Complaint,

the Case Management

States shall provide the Airlines and ATP written notice of the
date on which the Complaint will be filed.

Following the filing of

the Complaint, the Case Management and Plaintiff States shall move
for entry of an initial case management order in substantially the
form attached hereto as Exhibit C.

Such order shall provide for

the suspension of the filing of answers,

the establishment of a

schedule for the filing of papers seeking preliminary and final
approval of this Settlement Agreement and provide the plaintiffs
with the right to amend their Complaint as of right within thirty
(30) days of either Court disapproval of this Settlement Agreement
or its termination in accordance with the terms hereof.
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D.

The Parties agree to use their best efforts to secure the

orders and other actions contemplated in this Settlement Agreement
including orders for preliminary and final approval and for class
certification.
E.
only

The Parties stipulate and agree for settlement purposes

to

certification

of

a

class

comprising

all

Eligible

Governmental Entities that do not timely exclude their claims from
this Settlement Agreement.

III. NOTICE PROVISIONS
A.

For the purpose of securing compliance with the Final

Judgment

and

this

Settlement

Agreement,

the Airlines

shall,

at

their own expense, timely provide the various notices specified in
Paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and 14 of Exhibit F in substantially the form
attached hereto as Exhibit G.
B.

Subject to Court approval, the Case Management States and

Plaintiff

States,

at

their

own

expense

with

funds

from

the

Administration Account, shall provide each class member witH a copy
of

the

notice

in

substantially the

form as

attached

hereto

as

Exhibit D by first class, postage pre-paid mail.

IV.

OPT-OUTS AND AGREEMENT TERMINATION
A.

Within thirty

(30)

days after the deadline set by the

Court for Eligible Governmental Entities to exclude themselves from
the class,

each Defendant shall have the option to terminate its

participation in this Agreement if, after inquiry, it concludes in
good faith that the States or other Eligible Governmental Entities
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that

have

opted

out

of

this

Settlement

Agreement

represent

a

realistic threat of continuing litigation representing claims of
substantial injury-

Such option shall be exercised by notifying

the Case Management States via overnight mail and filing with the
Court written notice of the election to terminate,

with proof of

service on all other settling Parties.
B.

If any Defendant elects to terminate its participation in

this Settlement Agreement,

then the Case Management States as a

group have the option to terminate this Settlement Agreement in its
entirety.

The

terminate,

by

foregoing
filing

States

with

the

must

exercise

their

Court

written

notice

option
of

to

their

termination election, with proof of service on all other settling
Parties, within fifteen (15) days of the expiration of the thirty
(30) day deadline provided for in Paragraph IV.A. herein.
C.

If

a

Defendant

elects

to

terminate

and

the

Case

Management States do not elect to terminate, then this Settlement
Agreement shall remain in full force and effect as to all remaining
Parties.
cost

If an Airline elects to terminate,

savings

(See

Paragraph

VI.B.

herein)

the total purchase
provided

by

this

Settlement Agreement shall be reduced by a factor proportional to
the terminating Airline's share of all Airlines'

total domestic

revenue passenger miles for the Airlines during the relevant time
period

of

the

Complaint,

as

reported

Transportation in Data Bank 1-A
hereto as Exhibit E.

by

the

Department

("Proportional Share"),

of

attached

Any terminating Airline shall receive a cash

refund of its payments made pursuant to Paragraph V.A., which shall
be

reduced by

such terminating Airline's

9

Proportional

Share

of

administration
Administration

expenses
Account

incurred

prior

to

the

against

the

exercise

of

its

$1,750,000
option

to

If the Court disapproves this Settlement Agreement,

or

terminate.
D.

any material provision of it, the Parties will make a good faith
effort to cure any feature of the settlement necessary to obtain
the Court's approval.
the

agreement

in

If the Parties are unable to agree to modify

a manner

acceptable

to

the

Court,

then

this

Settlement Agreement shall terminate.
E.
Court

If this

Settlement Agreement

disapproval

or

otherwise,

Defendants shall terminate.

is terminated,

then

the

either by

obligations

of

the

The Airlines shall be entitled to the

refund of the remaining balance in the Administration Account less
outstanding

administration

expenses

incurred

prior

to

such

termination.

V.

ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNT
A.

Administration

Account.

The

Airlines

shall

pay

million, seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($1,750,000) for
the payment of Administration Costs, as follows:

By no later than

the date of filing the Complaint in this case, the Airlines shall
pay the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) to
the Case

Management

Account.

By no later than five

orders

preliminary

States

approval

for deposit

of

into the Administration

(5) days after the date the Court
this

Settlement

Airlines shall pay the sum of one million,

Agreement,

the

five hundred thousand

dollars ($1,500,000) to the Case Management States for deposit into
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one

the Administration Account.

Each of the Airlines is individually

liable for its proportional share of such payments as determined by
application of the

factor specified in Paragraph IV.C.

If any

Airline fails to pay its portion of the Administration Costs, the
Case

Management

States

as

a

group

may,

in

their

exclusive

discretion, terminate this Settlement Agreement by filing with the
Court written notice of their termination election, with proof of
service

on

all

other

settling

fifteen

(15) days written notice to all Airlines of any Airline's

failure to make its payment.
obligate

the

Airlines

nor

parties,

after

having

provided

This Settlement Agreement does not
shall

they be

required

to

make

any

further cash payments in connection with this Settlement Agreement.
B.

Administration

Expenses.

The

Administration

Account

shall be used for payment of the costs of various administrative
tasks

relating

to

settlement

administration

including,

but

not

limited to:
1.

provision of Court-approved notice to the class by

first class mail;
2.

expert

witness

services

used

in

connection

with

seeking Court approval of this Settlement Agreement,3.

services provided by the Case Management States in

the administration of this Settlement Agreement;
4.
any,

services of an administrator or escrow agent,

appointed by the Case Management

States

to administer

if
the

Administration Account; and,
5.

such other goods and

limited to printing and copying,
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services,

including but not

that the Case Management States

deem

reasonable

and

necessary

in

the

administration

of

this

Se111ement Agreement.
C.

State Costs and Fees.

After the Final Judgment becomes

final within the meaning of this Settlement Agreement,
Management
Account

States

shall by distribution from the Administration

compensate

attorneys

fees

the Case

and

themselves

and

investigation

the

and

Plaintiff

litigation

heretofore, including costs of expert witnesses.

States

costs

for

incurred

The distribution

of such costs and fees shall be solely within the discretion of the
Case Management States.

The Attorney General for each such State

shall determine the use and disposition of the payment made under
this paragraph to his or her State.
such

States

solely

for

one

or

The payment shall be used by

more

of

the

following

six

(6)

purposes, as determined by the Attorney General of each such State,
at her or his exclusive option and as otherwise consistent with
law:
1.
investigation

payments to reimburse the costs and expenses of this
and

litigation

incurred

by

such

States

of

their

agencies;
2.

antitrust

enforcement by the Attorney General

of

such State;
3.

payment into a state antitrust revolving fund;

4.

payment into the treasury of such State ;

5.

payment

into

a

fund

exclusively

dedicated

to

assisting State Attorneys General to defray the costs of experts,
economists, and consultants in multistate antitrust investigations
and litigation; and/or,
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6.

payment into the National Association of Attorneys

General Antitrust Education and Training Fund.
D.

Residual.

Any residual remaining in the Administration

Account after the payment of all administration expenses, all State
costs

and

fees

and

all

necessary

reimbursements

to

the

NAAG

Antitrust Litigation Fund (Milk Fund) shall be distributed by the
Case

Management

antitrust

States,

enforcement

in

their

purposes,

sole

such

as

discretion,
to

a

fund

for

public

exclusively

dedicated to assisting State Attorneys General to defray the costs
of

experts,

economists,

and consultants

investigations and litigation,

and/or,

in multistate

antitrust

payment into the National

Association of Attorneys General Antitrust Education and Training
Fund.
E.

Settlement Administrator.

The Administration Account may

be administered by an administrator or escrow agent appointed by
the

Case Management

States.

The administrator or escrow

agent

shall be responsible for investing, maintaining, administering and
distributing the monies in the Administration Account, pursuant to
the

terms

of

this

Settlement

Agreement

and

any

additional

instructions made in writing by the Case Management States,

or as

directed by the Court.

shall

The administrator or escrow agent

invest the Administration Account in obligations of, or guaranteed
by,

the United States

of America or any of

its

departments

or

agencies, to obtain the highest available return on investment or
in such other similar manner as the Case Management
direct in writing.

States

may

The administrator or escrow agent shall not act

in a manner contrary to the terms of this Settlement Agreement.
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VI.

DISTRIBUTION AND TERMS OF DISCOUNT FARES
A.

Discount Fares.

Subject to the qualifications and terms

of the various subparagraphs of Paragraph VI and Paragraph VII.A.
herein,

the

respect

to

Airlines
each

shall

ticket

make

Discount

purchased by

an

Fares

Eligible

Domestic Travel under a single Airline code on
(ii)

its

majority-owned

itinerary

consisting

Commuter Carrier.

subsidiaries,

entirely

of

available

or

travel

on

with

Purchaser

for

(i) any Airline,

(iii)

any

one

connecting

Airline

and

a

In addition, a Commuter Carrier which is not so

bound by the terms of this Settlement Agreement may elect to make
Discount Fares available, subject to the qualifications and terms
of the various subparagraphs of Paragraph VI and Paragraph VII.A.
herein, with respect to tickets purchased by an Eligible Purchaser
for Domestic
Airline code.

Travel

entirely on that

Commuter Carrier under

an

Within 30 days of the Effective Date, the Airlines

will submit a list of Commuter Carriers which have elected to make
Discount fares available pursuant to the previous sentence,

such

list to be incorporated in this Settlement Agreement as Exhibit I .
B.

Availability

(Time) .

The

Airlines

shall

make

such

Discount Fares available beginning sixty (60) days after the Final
Judgment

becomes

Agreement.

final

within

the

meaning

of

this

Settlement

Such Discount Fares shall thereafter remain available

either until forty million dollars

($40,000,000) in

purchase cost

savings ("Discount Cap") is received by purchasers of such Discount
Fares, or for eighteen months

(18 months); whichever comes first.
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C.

Noncombinability.

Discount

Fares

may not,

except

as

provided in VI.E., be used in conjunction with any other discounts,
award certificates,
D.
above,

coupons or bonuses offered by any Airline.

No Interlining.
Discount

Fares

Except as provided in Paragraph VI.A.

may

not

be

used

toward

the

purchase

of

tickets that involve interline travel.
E.

Use With Contract Fares.

The Discount Fares available

under the terms of this Settlement Agreement shall be available in
addition to any discounts or reduced or special fares that are a
component

of

any

existing

language to the contrary.

Contract

Fare,

notwithstanding

any

The Discount Fares available under the

terms of this Settlement Agreement shall be available in addition
to any discounts or reduced or special fares that are a component
of

any

future

Contract

Fare,

unless

such

Discount

Fare

is

specifically excepted by reference to this Settlement Agreement.
In

computing

the

cost

saving

resulting

from

the purchase

of

a

Discount Fare in conjunction with a Contract Fare, the amount to be
applied against the Discount Cap shall be limited to the amount of
the

saving

that

results

from

the

operation

of

Paragraph

VI.A.

hereof and shall not include the amount of any underlying discount
or reduced or special fare that is a component of the Contract Fare
itself.
F.

Non-Discrimination.

The Airlines shall not discriminate

against any Eligible Purchaser traveler based upon the traveler's
status as an Eligible Purchaser.
G.

Customary Use Restrictions.

Users of tickets purchased

at Discount Fares must comply with all the terms and conditions of
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the fare type for that ticket.

Discount Fares are not available in

connection with previously purchased tickets.
H.

Mileage Credits.

accumulated

from

travel

The Airlines shall credit the mileage

in

conjunction

with

identical terms as non-Discount Fare travel

Discount

Fares

on

for purposes of any

generally available frequent flier or other bonus programs.
I.

Transferability.

The

rules

with

respect

to

transferability that are otherwise applicable to a ticket shall be
equally applicable to tickets purchased at Discount Fares, except
that

any

transfer

so

permitted

must

be

to

another

Eligible

Purchaser.
J.

Refunds.

refunded,

If a ticket purchased at a Discount Fare is

the purchaser will receive a refund of only the amount

actually paid

for

the

ticket

against the Discount Cap.

without

any

credit

being

applied

Penalties or processing fees for refunds

that are normally applicable to the fare type of the ticket shall
apply.
K.

Forfeiture

and

Prosecution.

Tickets

purchased

at

Discount Fares shall be subject to forfeiture if used in violation
of their terms and conditions or in violation of the terms of this
Settlement
issuing,

Agreement.

Any

person

fraudulently

applying

for,

transferring or using a ticket purchased at a Discount

Fare shall be subject to prosecution.
L.

Monitoring and Reporting.
1.

issuance,

transfer

The risk of the erroneous, negligent or fraudulent
or

use

by

Eligible

Purchasers

and/or

third

parties of tickets purchased at a Discount Fare shall be on the
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Case Management States and Plaintiff States.

However, the Airlines

shall cooperate with the States in a reasonable manner to monitor
the

usage

of

Discount

Fares

to

minimize

the

fraudulent

or

unauthorized use thereof and, to the extent reasonably requested,
to cooperate with the appropriate authorities in their prosecution
of any

fraudulent

Discount

Fare

or unauthorized issuance,

tickets.

To the extent

that

transfer

or use

the Airlines

of

become

aware of any fraudulent application for, issuance, transfer or use
of any Discount Fare ticket,

they shall promptly notify the Case

Management States of each such instance.
2.

At the time

the Airlines disseminate the notices

provided for in Paragraph III.A.,

they shall therein notify all

employees and travel agents designated in Paragraphs 11, 12, 13 and
14 of Exhibit F hereto that any person fraudulently applying for,
issuing,

transferring or using a Discount

subject to prosecution.

Fare

ticket

shall be

The Case Management and Plaintiff States

shall provide similar notice advising those Eligible Governmental
Entities that have not excluded themselves from the class'of the
penalties for fraudulent application for, issuance, transfer or use
of Discount Fare tickets.
3.
and

report

The Airlines shall,
the

usage

of

Discount

at their own expense,
Fare

tickets

as

monitor

provided

in

Exhibit F hereto.
4.

Subject to any legally recognized privilege,

each

Airline shall make available to the duly authorized representative
of

the

Case Management

States at a mutually agreeable time

and

place, such records within its custody, possession, or control, and
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such

appropriate

employees

as

may

be

reasonably

requested

in

writing by the Case Management States, to permit their examination
and verification of the completeness and accuracy of the Airline's
system for:
a.

the

issuance

of

Discount

Fare

tickets

to

Eligible Purchasers;
b.

the

reporting of the usage of the discounts

available to purchasers of Discount Fares.
5.

In

conducting

any

such

examination,

the

Case

Management States agree to use their best efforts to limit their
requests for access to only those documents and persons as may be
necessary to insure the completeness and accuracy of their review.
6.

The Repository shall establish the termination date

and furnish the related notices, as provided in Exhibit F hereto.
The

Case

Management

States

agree

to

keep

confidential

the

information contained in the notice(s) provided by the Repository
pursuant to Paragraphs 16 and 17 of Exhibit F hereto.
Repository establishes a termination date,

After the

the Airlines mày take

all reasonable steps necessary to effect the termination of the
discount program.

If no termination date has been so established

within

(17)

seventeen

months

and

commencement of the discount program,

fifteen

(15)

days

of

the

then the Airlines may take

all reasonable steps necessary to effect the termination of the
program

as

of

the

date

next

following

the passage

of

eighteen

months since program inception.
7.
the

If more than two weeks prior to the establishment of

termination

date

(1)

any

Discount
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Fare

tickets

have

been

forfeited because they were found to have been issued, transferred
or used in violation of their terms

and conditions,

officer

was

or

employee

of

any Airline

found

to

and

be

(2)

an

a knowing

participant in any fraud associated with such issuance, transfer or
use, then the Discount Cap shall be credited with the total amounts
of

the

purchase

cost

savings

previously

debited

against

the

Discount Cap on account of the sale of such forfeited tickets.

In

addition, if more than two weeks prior to the establishment of the
termination date, the Case Management States can demonstrate, based
%

on an examination conducted pursuant to subparagraph 4 above, that
an Airline officer or employee was a knowing participant
fraudulent issuance,

in any

transfer or use of a non-forfeited Discount

Fare ticket, then the Discount Cap shall be credited with the total
amounts of the purchase cost savings previously debited against the
Discount Cap on account of the sale of such tickets.
to

tickets-by-mail

or

prepaid

tickets,

no

With respect

Airline

officer

or

employee shall be deemed a knowing participant in any fraudulent
■%

ticket purchase absent a clear and convincing showing of' actual
knowledge

of

the

fraud.

In

establishing

the

termination

date

pursuant to Exhibit F hereto, the Repository shall take account of
all credits applied to the Discount Cap pursuant to the terms of
this subparagraph.

VII. TICKET ISSUANCE AND VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
A.

Discount

transportation
evidence

of

will

be

eligibility.

Fare
issued

tickets

for

domestic

upon presentation

Any of the
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of

following will

air

passenger

appropriate
constitute

appropriate verification that travel is being conducted for the
purpose of official business on behalf of an Eligible Governmental
Entity:
1.

purchase

of

a

Discount

Fare

ticket

with

an

authorized Eligible Governmental Entity charge card;
2.

authorizing letter, on Eligible Governmental Entity

letterhead,

stating

that

governmental

business.

name,

of

dates

the

The

travel,

traveler

is

letter must

and

basic

conducting

include

itinerary

the

official

traveler's

together

with

an

authorizing signature;
3.
form

executed Eligible Governmental Entity travel request

(including the District of Columbia's use of United States

Government

Travel Request

authorization

form

with

Forms)

and payment or executed travel

official

Eligible

Governmental

Entity

warrant or approvals; or
4.

Eligible

Governmental

Entity

purchase

order

for

domestic air passenger transportation services.
B.
notices
instruct

Each Airline
provided

shall,

at

the

for in Paragraph III.A.

time

it

disseminates

and Exhibit

F hereto,

the relevant employees and travel agents designated in

Paragraphs

11,

12,

13

and

14

requirements of Section VII.A,

of

above.

Exhibit

F

hereto,

of

the

The Airlines have advised

the Plaintiff States and the Plaintiff States acknowledge that the
Airlines

may be unable to obtain the verification set

Paragraph VII.A.

above

when

the

ticket

is

forth in

a ticket-by-mail

or

prepaid ticket, provided, however, the Airlines shall in good faith
attempt to obtain such verification.
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the

VIII.

on,

BENEFIT AND BINDING EFFECT
A.

The terms of this Settlement Agreement shall be binding

and

shall

successors,

inure

to

the

benefit

of,

the

Parties,

and all Eligible Governmental Entities that have not

timely excluded their claims from this settlement.
expressly

their

disclaim

any

intention

to

create

The Parties

rights

under

this

Settlement Agreement that may be enforced by any other person under
any circumstances whatsoever.
B.

This

Settlement

Agreement

State whose Attorney General,

may be entered

into by any

on or within thirty days after the

Effective Date sends to any one of the Case Management States an
election to join in the form attached hereto as Exhibit H. Such
State shall thereupon become a Party to this Settlement Agreement
and

will

become

a

joint

class

representative

of

the

class

of

Eligible Governmental Entities defined herein.

IX.

RELEASE AND COVENANT
A.

In consideration of the Settlement Agreement,

u£>on the

Final Judgment becoming final within the meaning of this Settlement
Agreement,
excluded

each Eligible Governmental Entity that has not timely
its

compromised

claims

from

and discharged

this

settlement

each

claim

or

shall

have

cause

of

released,

action

such

Eligible Governmental Entity possessed against any of the Released
Parties,

that

was

or

could have

been

(attached as Exhibit B) and that
(i)

arises out of, or

(ii)

is in furtherance of, or
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alleged

in

the

Complaint

(iii)

is related to

any of the conduct, acts, conspiracies, or subject matter alleged
therein including, without limitation, all claims under federal and
state

antitrust

and

unfair

competition

laws

for

damages

or

injunctive relief resulting from alleged overcharges with respect
to ticket purchases made at any time in the past through the date
of Final Judgment.
B.
the

In consideration of the entire Settlement Agreement, upon

Final

Judgment

becoming

final

within

the

meaning

of

this

Settlement Agreement, the Case Management States and the Plaintiff
States expressly covenant, promise and agree that they will forever
refrain from instituting, collectively or individually, any claim,
action or proceeding against any of the Released Parties, which is
contained within the scope of the releases defined in Paragraph
IX.A. above.
C.
Eligible

The Case Management States, the Plaintiff States and all
Governmental

Entities

hereby

expressly

reserve

their

rights to proceed against or sue any person other than the Released
Parties

for any claim or cause of action released in Paragraph

IX.A., above, including claims or causes of action arising from the
transactions of the Released Parties.

Further, the Case Management

States, the Plaintiff States and all Eligible Governmental Entities
expressly reserve the right to proceed against or sue the Released
Parties

for

all

claims

or

causes

Paragraph I X .A ., above.
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of

action

not

released

by

X.

MISCELLANEOUS
A.

This Settlement Agreement and the Exhibits contain the

entire agreement and understanding of the Parties.

This Settlement

Agreement shall not be modified except in writing signed by each of
the Parties hereto or b y their authorized representative; provided,
however,

that the Case Management States and the Defendants may

jointly modify the terms of this Settlement Agreement solely for
the

purpose

of

facilitating

the

details

of

settlement

this

Settlement

administration upon notice to all other parties.
B.

The

remedies

and

rights

pursuant

to

Agreement shall be in addition to any other right or remedy that
may be available to Eligible Governmental Entities that have not
timely excluded their claims from this settlement.

This Settlement

Agreement shall in no way limit or restrict those other rights or
remedies,
C.

except as expressly provided herein.
This Settlement Agreement may be executed by counsel for

the Parties and shall become effective on the Effective Date.
Each

counsel

signature,
by

the

executes

this

document

shall,

by

his 'or her

expressly represent that he or she is fully authorized

Party

Agreement.

who

he

or

she

represents

to

execute

this

Settlement

This Settlement Agreement may be executed on separate

signature pages or in counterparts with the same effect as if all
Parties had signed the same instrument.
D.

This Settlement Agreement is entered into and shall be

construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.
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AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of the
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson

The^Statje of Colorado:

By:____________________________
JAN M [CHAEL ZA^ÎSLA^
First!Assistant Attorney General
Business Régulation jünit

Attorneys

for

Airline

Tariff

Publishing Co.

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

By:_________________________

By:____________________________
Attorneys for Alaska Airlines,
Inc.

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Florida:

Weil, Gotshal & Manges

By:_______

By:____________________________
Attorneys
Airlines,
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for
Inc.

American

AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of the
The State of Colorado:

Dow,

Lohnes & Albertson

B y :__________________________

B y :____________________________
Attorneys

for

Airline

Tariff

Publishing Co.

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General
the State of Co

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

Bv.^ S b —

By:____________________________

W -

Attorneys for Alaska Aiblines,

STEVEN M. RUTSTEIN
Assistant Attorney General

Inc.

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Florida:

Weil, Gotshal & Manges

By:__________________

By:____________________________
Attorneys
Airlines,

24

for
Inc.

American

AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of the
The State of Colorado:

Dow, Lohnes & Albertson

By:______________________

By:____________________________
Attorneys

for

Airline

Tariff

Publishing Co.

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:

Squire,

Sanders & Dempsey

By:_________________________

By:____________________________
Attorneys for Alaska Airlines,
Inc.

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Flori.da:

Weil, Gotshal & Manges

By:

By:____________________________
10ME W. HOFI

Attorneys

ANTITRUST SECTION

Airlines, Inc.
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for

American

AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of the
The State of Colorado:

Dow /j\°
ohnes, & Albertson

By:____________________

’
By:
*

Ik J

f *

-y£/:Y\ i&l k/. ' lfu . I

V 'T

/

ilM

,'U

Attorneys

for

Airline

Tariff

Publishing Co.

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

By:_____________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys for Alaska Airlines,
Inc.

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Florida:

Weil, Gotshal & Manges

By:__________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys for American Airlines,
Inc.
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AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of the
The State of Colorado:

Dow, Lohnes & Albertson

By:____________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys

for Airline

Tariff

Publishing Co.

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:
By:_____________________

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Florida:

Weil, Gotshal & Manges

By:_______________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys for American Airlines,
Inc.
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AGREED AND CONSENTED TO:

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of the
The State of Colorado:

Dow, Lohnes & Albertson

By:________________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys

for Airline

Tariff

Publishing Co.

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

By:_____________________

By:___________________ *_____
Attorneys for Alaska Airlines,
Inc.

ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
Attorney General of
the State of Florida:
By:__________________
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SCOTT HARSHBARGER

Attorney General of
the State? of Massachusetts:

Crowell & Moring

By:

By:__________________________

H .

Attorneys

Assistant Attorney General
Chief
C o n s u m e r P r o t e c t i o n and
Antitrust Division
O n e A s h b u r t o n P lace
Boston, MA 02108

Airlines,

for
Inc.

Continental
and Northwest

Airline, Inc.

DEBORAH T. PORITZ
Attorney General of
the State of New Jersey:

Bondurant, Mixson & Elmore

By:_____________________

By:____________________2______
Attorneys for Delta Air Lines,
Inc.
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SCOTT HARSHBARGER

Attorney General of
the State of Massachusetts:

Crowell & Moring

By:_______________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys
Airlines,

for
Inc.

Continental
and

Northwest

Airline, Inc.

DEBORAH T. PORITZ
Attorney General of
Bondurant, Mixson & Elmore
By:____________________ i_____
Laurel A. Price, D.A.G.
Division of Criminal Justice
25 Market St.— CN 085
Trenton, NJ 08625
(609) 984-6404

Attorneys for Delta Air Lines,
Inc.

Attorney for State of New Jersey and
The Port Authority of NY & NJ
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SCOTT HARSHBARGER

Attorney General of
the State of Massachusetts:

Crowell & Moring

By:_______________________

By :_ U J á U Attorneys
Airlines,

'/¿t
for
Inc.

Continental
and

Northwest

Airlines, Inc.

DEBORAH T. PORITZ
Attorney General of
the State of New Jersey:

Bondurant, Mixson & Elmore
'ü*'
By :__________________________

By :_______________________

Attorneys for Delta Air Lines,
Inc.
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SCOTT HARSHBARGER

Attorney General of
the State of Massachusetts:

Crowell & Moring

By:

By:
Attorneys
Airlines,

for
Inc.

Continental
and

Northwest

Airlines, Inc.

DEBORAH T. PORITZ
Attorney General of
Bondurant, Mixson & Eliitore

the State of New Jersey:
By

Attorneys for Delta Air Lines,
Inc.
E d w a r d B. Krugman, Esq.
Boridurant, M i x s o n & Elmore
1201 W e s t P e a c h t r e e Street, N W
3900 One A t l a n t i c Center
Atlanta, G e o r g i a 30309-3417
(404) 881-4 1 0 0
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G. OLIVER KOPPELL
Attorney General of
the State of N e w York:

Mary Louise M. Voog

By:____________________

By:____________________________
Attorney
Airlines,

for

Trans

World

Inc.

LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
O'Melveny & loyers
By:____________________________
Attorneys for United Airlines,
Inc.

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
the State of Pennsylvania:

Dechert Price & Rhoads

By:_________________________

By:_________________
Attorneys for USAir, Inc.

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:_________________
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G. OLIVER KOPPELL
Attorney General of
the State of New York:

Mary Louise M. Voog

By :_______________________

By :__________________________
Attorney

for

Trans

World

Airlines, Inc.

LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:

O'Melveny & Myers

By :_______________________

By :__________________________
Attorneys for United Airlines,
Inc.

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
Dechert Price & Rhoads

the State of Pennsylvania:

By:_____________________
Attorneys for USAir, Inc.

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:________________
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G. OLIVER KOPPELL

Attorney General of
the St^te of New York:

Mary Louise M. V oog

By: Q M

By:________ _________________
Attorney

for

Trans

World

Airlines, Inc.

LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:

O'Melveny & Myers

By:________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys for United Airlines,
Inc.

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
the State of Pennsylvania:

Dechert Price & Rhoads

By:_______________________

By:______________________.
Attorneys for USAir, Inc.

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:________________
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Attorney General of
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By:___________________

By:__________________________
Attorney

for

Trans

World

Airlines, Inc.

LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:

O'Melveny & Myers

By:________________

By:__________________________
Attorneys for United Airlines,
Inc.

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
the State of Pennsylvania:

Dechert Price & Rhoads

By:_______________________

By:_____________________
Attorneys for USAir, Inc.

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
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G. OLIVER KOPPELL

Attorney General of
the State of New York:
By:__________________

LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:

O'Melveny & Myers

By:______________________

By:_________________________
Attorneys for United Airlines,
Inc.

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
the State of Pennsylvania:

Dechert Price & Rhoads

By:______________________

By:_____________________
Attorneys for USAir, Inc.

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:________________
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G. OLIVER KOPPELL

Attorney General of
the State of New York:

Mary Louise M. Voog

By:___________________

By:_________________________
Attorney

for

Trans

Airlines, Inc.

LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:
By:________________

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
the State of Pennsylvania:

Dechert Price & Rhoads

By:______________________

By:_____________________
Attorneys for USAir, Inc.

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:________________
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Attorney General of
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By:______________________

By:_________________________
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World
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LEE FISHER
Attorney General of
the State of Ohio:

O'Melveny & Myers

By:________________

By:_________________________
Attorneys for United Airlines,
Inc.

ERNEST D. PREATE, JR.
Attorney General of
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By:______________________

JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General of
the State of Utah:
By:________________
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EXHIBIT A

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH,
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs,

Civil Action No.

V.

AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.,
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.
USAIR, INC.,
Defendants.
FINAL JUDGMENT APPROVING CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
UPON CONSIDERATION of the Settlement Agreement dated
October 11, 1994, and the settlement contained therein (the
"Settlement”) and after holding a hearing on _________ at which

the Parties were heard, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND
DECREED:
1.

The capitalized terms in this Order shall have the

meanings set forth in the Settlement Agreement.
2.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter

of and Parties to this action.

The Complaint states claims

against Defendants under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C.
§ 1.
3.

With respect to the claims set forth in the

Complaint, the prerequisites to a class action, set forth in
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a), are present, and the Court
finds that the questions of law and fact common to the members of
the class predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, and that a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy.

Accordingly, for the purposes of the Settlement,

the case shall be maintained as a class action with the
Plaintiffs to serve as representatives of a class defined as
follows:
Each state of the United States, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
and each of their political subdivisions or
instrumentalities, including but not limited
to their departments, branches, bureaus,
agencies, colleges, universities, hospitals,
counties, cities, towns, villages, parishes,
municipalities, school districts, public
transit districts, special purpose districts,
redevelopment agencies and taxing districts,
as well as any agencies and instrumentalities
in and of more than one such state or the
2

District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
4.

The notice given of the proposed Settlement and of

the hearing held on _________________ was the best practical
notice under the circumstances and provided any class member
desiring to object to the Settlement with fair and adequate
notice of the hearing and of the terms of the proposed
Settlement.
5.

Given the complex nature of this litigation, the

costs previously incurred and likely to be incurred in
investigating and prosecuting this action to resolution, and the
uncertainties inherent in this litigation, for the purpose of
satisfying Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, the terms of the
Settlement are adjudged to be fair, reasonable, adequate, in the
best interests of the Parties and the public and to have been
entered into in good faith.

The Settlement Agreement is hereby

approved, and the Parties are directed to implement the
Settlement in accordance with its terms.
6.

'

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 9, the

Complaint is dismissed with prejudice.
7.

Plaintiffs and all class members who did not submit

timely Requests for Exclusion are barred from further prosecution
of the claims released in paragraph IX A of the Settlement
Agreement against the Released Parties.
8.

The Parties are to bear their own costs, except as

set forth in the Settlement Agreement.
3

9.

Jurisdiction of this case is retained for the

purpose of enabling any Party to apply to this Court at any time
for such further orders and directions as may be necessary or
appropriate for the construction or carrying out of this Final
Judgment, for the modification or termination of any of its
provisions, for its enforcement or compliance, and for the
punishment of violations of any of its provisions.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

United States District Court Judge
Dated:
D :wpdat\a ir\judgment.fnl
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EXHIBIT B

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA, ARIZONA,
ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA, DELAWARE,
GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO, ILLINOIS,
INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS, KENTUCKY,
LOUISIANA, MAINE, MARYLAND, MICHIGAN,
MINNESOTA, MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI,
MONTANA, NEBRASKA, NEVADA,
NEW HAMPSHIRE, NEW MEXICO,
NORTH CAROLINA, NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA,
OREGON, RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TEXAS, VERMONT,
VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA, WISCONSIN,
AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN
MARIANA ISLANDS
by and through their
Attorneys General,
on behalf of a class,
Plaintiffs
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action N o . :

)
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.,
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, I N C .,
DELTA AIR LINES, I N C .,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Class Action '

)
Defendants.

)

)
______________________________________ )

COMPLAINT
The States of Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts
New Jersey,

New York,

Ohio,

Pennsylvania,

Utah

and Washington

Alabama, Alaska, Arizina, Arkansas, California, Delaware, Georgia

Hawaii,

Idaho,

Louisiana,
Missouri,

Illinois,

Indiana,

Maine,

Maryland,

Montana,

Nebraska,

Iowa,

Michigan,
Nevada,

Kansas,

Minnesota,

Kentucky,

Mississippi,

New Hampshire,

New Mexico,

North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South
Carolina,

South Dakota,

Texas, Vermont,

Virginia,

West Virginia,

Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia, Guam, and the Commonwealth
of the Northern Marianas Islands, plaintiffs, by their Attorneys
General,

bring this

action to obtain treble damages against the

above-named defendants,

and complain and allege as follows:

I.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This Complaint is filed under Section 4 of the Sherman

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15, t o recover damages, including treble damages,
costs of suit and reasonable attorneys' fees against defendants for
the injuries sustained by plaintiffs and members of the class by
reason of the violations as claimed herein,
2.
U.S.C.
3.

Jurisdiction is further conferred upon this Court by 28
§§ 1331 and 1337.
Each of t h e

5

defendants transacts business and is found

within the District o f Columbia, within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. §
22 and 28 U.S.C.

§ 1391

(b) and (c) .
II.
DEFENDANTS

4.

Airline T a r i f f Publishing Company ("ATP")

is a District

of Columbia c o r p o r a t i o n with its principal place of business in
Chantilly, Virginia.

ATP is wholly owned by a group of airlines

2

that includes the airline defendants.
5.
with

Alaska Airlines, Inc. ("Alaska") is an Alaska corporation

its

Alaska's

principal

combined domestic

("total revenues")
6.

of

business

in

Seattle,

and international

Washington.

operating revenues

in 1991 were $1.1 billion.

American

corporation with
Texas.

place

Airlines,

Inc.

("American)

its principal place

is

of business

a

Delaware

in Ft.

Worth,

American's 1991 total revenues were $12.1 billion.

7.

Continental Airlines, Inc.

("Continental") is a Delaware

corporation with its principal place of business in Houston, Texas.
Continental's 1991 total revenues were $5.3 billion.
8.

Delta Air Lines, Inc. ("Delta") is a Delaware corporation

with its principal place of business in Atlanta, Georgia.

Delta's

1991 total revenues were $10.1 billion.
9.

Northwest Airlines,

corporation with
Minnesota.
10.

its

Inc.

principal

("Northwest")

place

Trans

Missouri.

in

St.

Paul,

World

Airlines,

Inc.

("TWA")

is

of business

a

Delaware

in St.

Louis,

TWA's 1991 total revenues were $3.7 billion.
United

corporation
Village,

business

Northwest's 1991 total revenues were $7.5 billion.

corporation with its principal place

11.

of

is a Minnesota

with

Air
its

Lines,
principal

Inc.
place
1991

("United")
of
total

is

business

a
in

revenues

Delaware
Elk

Grove

were

$11.7

Illinois.

United's

USAir, Inc.

("USAir" ) is a Delaware corporation with its

billion.
12.

principal place of business in Arlington, Virginia.
3

USAir's 1991

total revenues were $6.0 billion.
13.
Alaska,

As used in this Complaint,
American,

Continental,

"airline defendants"

Delta, Northwest,

means

TWA, United and

USAir.
14.

Whenever

this

Complaint

transaction of any defendant,
the

act,

deed,

directors,

or

refers

it means

transaction

by

to

any

act,

deed,

or

the defendant engaged in
or

through

its

officers,

employees, agents, or other representatives while they

actively were engaged in the management,

direction,

control,

or

transaction of its business or affairs.

I ll.
CO-CONSP IRATORS
15.

Various

others,

not

named

as

defendants,

have

participated as co-conspirators with defendants in the violations
alleged

in

this

Complaint,

and

have

performed

acts

and

made

statements in furtherance thereof.

IV.
TRADE AND COMMERCE
16.
of

the

selling

During the period of time covered by this Complaint, each
airline
and

defendants

providing

has been

air

engaged

passenger

in the

business

transportation

of

services

throughout the United States.
17.

Each

of

the

airline

defendants

provides

domestic air passenger transportation services
4

scheduled

in numerous

city

pairs.

A city pair is a set of two cities between which scheduled

air passenger transportation services are provided.

Each airline

defendant competes with one or more of the other airline defendants
for travelers in a number of city pairs.
18.

Total

sales

of

domestic

air

passenger

transportation

services to the persons represented herein were approximately $1.75
billion dollars during the time period covered by the Complaint.
19.

During the complaint time period, a substantial portion

of each of the airline defendants' revenues has been derived from
the

sale and provision of air passenger transportation services

between different states.

During the complaint time period,

the

activities of each of the airline defendants that are the subject
of

this

Complaint

have

been

within

the

flow

of

and

have

substantially affected interstate trade and commerce.
20.
engaged

During the complaint time period, defendant ATP has been
in

the

transportation

collection
fare

and

data.

dissemination

As

described

of

air

below,

passenger

the

airline

defendants transmit, electronically and by mail, fare information,
such

as

fare

amount

and

restrictions,

to

ATP,

which

in

turn

disseminates the information for compensation to airlines and other
ATP subscribers throughout the United States.
time period,
Complaint

During the complaint

the activities of ATP that are the subject of this

have

been

within

the

flow of

and have

substantially

affected interstate trade and commerce.
21.

Each of the airline defendants is an owner of ATP.

maintains a data base of airline fare information.
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ATP

For each fare

submitted

by

an

airline

defendant

to

airline defendant supplies ATP with,
basis code
rules.
can

ATP

for

among

processing,

other things,

the

a fare

(the name of the fare), the dollar amount, and the fare

The fare rules contain the conditions under which a fare

be

used or

sold

("fare restrictions").

In addition,

each

airline defendant can attach up to two footnotes to each of its
far e s .
22.

Footnotes,

which are

identified by alphanumeric

codes

("footnote designators"), also contain conditions on the use of the
fare.

During the complaint time period,

the footnotes typically

contained first ticket dates or last ticket dates, but on occassion
they also contained
periods.

other limitations,

such as applicable travel

On occasion, an airline would attach the same footnote to

more than one fare.
23.

A first ticket date indicated the first date that a fare

would be available for sale if the fare were ultimately offered to
the public.

Until

the

first ticket

date

arrived,

no passenger

could purchase a ticket for travel at that fare.

Airline's often

changed

later

the

first

ticket

date

to

an

earlier

or

time

or

withdrew the fare before the first ticket date arrived.
24.

A last ticket date indicated the last date that a fare

could be sold.

After the last ticket date had passed, no passenger

could purchase a ticket at that fare.

Airlines often changed the

last ticket date to an earlier or later time or withdrew the fare
before the last ticket date arrived.
25.

Using first ticket dates, the airline defendants created

6

fares that were not currently available for sale, and by changing
those first ticket dates, they changed the date that the fares were
scheduled to become available.
currently available
future

date,

Using last ticket dates, fares then

for sale could be

scheduled to end at

and by changing last ticket

rescheduled to end on a different date.

dates,

fares

some

could be

The airline defendants

linked two or more such fare changes by using a common footnote
designator.

The airline defendants submit such fare changes, among

others, to ATP at least once each weekday.
26.

After

ATP

receives

fare

changes

from

the

airline

defendants, it processes the changes, and disseminates information
on those fare changes at least once each weekday to the airline
defendants

and

reservation

systems

complaint

time

other

ATP

owned

period,

subscribers,

by

the

airline

including

defendants.

information

computer

During

disseminated

by

the
ATP

included, among other things, the fare basis codes, dollar amounts,
footnote

designators,

first

and

last

ticket

involved in each airline's pricing actions.
27.

dates,

and

rules

*

The airline defendants, either directly or through an ATP

subscriber,

employ sophisticated computer programs that sort the

fare information received from ATP and produce detailed reports.
These reports allow the airline defendants to monitor and analyze
immediately each other's fare changes which,
time period,

during the complaint

included ticketing dates and the ties or links among

fare changes in various markets.
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V.

PLAINTIFFS AND CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
28.

The

States

of

Colorado,

Connecticut,

Florida,

Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and
Washington are sovereign states of the United States.

In their

proprietary capacity each such state as well as other class members
purchased domestic air passenger transportation services from one
or

more

of

the

defendant

airlines

during

the

period

of

the

violations alleged herein.
29.

Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and

as a class action under the provisions of Rule 23(a) and (b)(3) of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of all members of
the following class:
Each state of the United States, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa,
and the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Islands, and
each of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities,
including but not limited to their departments, branches,
bureaus,
agencies,
colleges,
universities,
hospitals,
counties, cities, towns, villages, parishes, municipalities,
school districts, public transit districts, special purpose
districts, redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts, as
well as any agencies and instrumentalities in and of more than
one such state or the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the
U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the Commonwealth
of the Northern Marianas Islands.
30.
However,

Plaintiffs

do

not

know the

exact

size

of

the

class.

based on the nature of the trade and commerce involved,

plaintiffs believe that the class numbers at least in the thousands
and that

the members

of

the

throughout the United States.

class are geographically dispersed
Therefore, joinder of all members of

the class would be impracticable.
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31.

There are questions of law and fact common to the members

of the class, including:

maintain,

(a)

whether the defendant airlines agreed to fix, raise,

or

stabilize

the

prices

charged

to

plaintiffs

for

domestic airline tickets;
(b)

whether

the

defendant

airlines

have

combined,

conspired or agreed to refrain from competing with each other on
the

basis

of

price,

and/or

to

suppress,

reduce

or

eliminate

competition among themselves on the basis of p r i c e ,(c)

whether the defendant airlines had an agreement or

understanding to respect

and not challenge by price

competition

each other's maintenance of hubs at major airports throughout the
United States;
(d)

whether the defendant airlines had an agreement or

understanding that the dominant airline or airlines at each of the
hubs

would

not

be

subject

to

price

competition

on

air

transportation in and out of such hubs, and/or would not underprice
the dominant airline's fares;
(e)

'

whether the defendant airlines used the ATP computer

system to exchange current and future price information, to signal
price changes, and/or to solicit agreement as to price changes;
(f)

whether the defendant airlines have agreed and acted

to enforce their agreements to fix prices through various means of
threats

and

retaliation

against

competitors

who

disregarded

or

violated such agreements; and
(g)

whether the conduct of the defendants has resulted

9

in plaintiffs paying higher fares for domestic air transportation;
32.

Plaintiffs are members of the class,

typical of the claims of class members,

their claims are

and they will fairly and

adequately protect the interests of the class.

The interests of

plaintiffs are coincident with, and not antagonistic to, those of
the other members of the class and plaintiffs are represented by
counsel experienced in the prosecution of antitrust class actions.
33.
of

the

The prosecution of separate actions by individual members
class

adjudications,

would

create

a

risk

of

inconsistent

or

varying

establishing incompatible standards of conduct for

the defendants.
34.

The defendants have acted, and refused to act, on grounds

generally applicable to the class.
35.

The questions of law and fact common to the members of

the class predominate over any questions affecting only individual
members,

including legal and factual issues relating to liability

and damages.
36.

A class action is superior to other available methods for

the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy.
is

readily

eliminate

definable

and

prosecution

as

the possibility of repetitious

providing redress

for claims

expense of individual,

too small

class

litigation,

action

will

while also

to make practicable

complex, litigation.
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a

The class

the

VII.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
37.

During the period beginning at least as early as January

1988 and continuing through December 31, 1992 each of the airline
defendants and co-conspirators engaged in various combinations and
conspiracies

with

other

of

conspirators

in unreasonable

the

airline

restraint

of

defendants
interstate

and

co 

trade

and

commerce in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §

1.
38.

These

agreements,

combinations

understandings,
from

and
and

conspiracies

concerted

fares,

refrain

competing with

price,

eliminate discounted fares,

consisted

actions

each other

to

of

increase

on the basis

of

and set fare restrictions for

tickets purchased for travel in domestic city-pair markets in the
United States.
39.

For

combinations

the
and

purpose

of

conspiracies,

forming
the

and

airline

effectuating
defendants

these

and

co 

conspirators, through ATP, did the following things, among others:
(a)
increases

to

exchanged proposals to change fares and negotiated
fares,

changes

in

fare

restrictions,

and

the

elimination of discounts, using, among other things, first and last
ticket dates, fare codes, and footnote designators;
(b)

traded

fare

increases

or

the

elimination

of

discounts in one or more city-pair markets for fare increases or
the elimination of discounts in other city-pair markets;
(c)

agreed

to

increase

11

fares,

eliminate

discounted

fares, and set fare restrictions by exchanging mutual assurances;
and
(d)
competition

agreed

each

to

respect

other's maintenance

of hubs

and

not

challenge

at major

by

airports

throughout the United States.
40.

These

combinations

and conspiracies had the following

effects during the complaint time period, among others:
(a)

price competition among the airline defendants for

the provision of air passenger transportation services in domestic
city-pair markets was unreasonably restrained; and
(b)
open

consumers were deprived of the benefits of free and

competition

in

the

sale

of

air

passenger

transportation

services.

VIII.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
41.
1988

and

During the period beginning at least as early as January
continuing

through

December

31,

1992,

the

airline

defendants, ATP, and co-conspirators have engaged in a combination
and conspiracy in unreasonable restraint of interstate trade and
commerce in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §

1.
42.
agreement,

This

combination

understanding,

and

conspiracy

consisted

of

an

and concert of action among defendants

and co-conspirators to create, maintain, operate, and participate
in the ATP fare dissemination system for domestic air passenger

12

price

transportation

^

services.

The

h

fare

dissemination

system

was

formulated and operated in a manner that unnecessarily facilitated
coordinated

interaction

among

the

airline

defendants

and

co 

conspirators by enabling them to, among other things:
(a)

engage in a dialogue with one another about planned

or contemplated increases to fares,

changes in fare restrictions

and the elimination of discounts;
(b)

communicate to one another ties or links between

proposed fare changes in one or more city-pair markets and proposed
fare changes in other city-pair markets;
(c)
to

fares,

monitor each other's intentions concerning increases

withdrawals of

discounted fares,

and changes

in fare

restrictions; and
(d)

lessen uncertainty concerning each other's pricing

intentions.
43.

The combination and conspiracy has had and continues to

have the following effects during the complaint time period, among
others:
(a)
conspirators

coordinated interaction among the defendants and co
was made more

frequent,

more

successful,

and more

complete;
(b)
the

provision

price competition among the airline defendants for
of

air

passenger

transportation

services

was

unreasonably restrained; and
(c)

consumers of air passenger transportation services

were deprived of the benefits of free and open competition in the

13

sale of such services.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray that the Court:
(a)

Adjudge and decree that the defendants have engaged in an

unlawful contract in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15
U.S.C. Section 1 ;
(b)

Enter

defendants,

judgment

jointly

and

in

favor

of

severally,

for

plaintiffs

and

against

threefold

the

damages

determined to have been sustained by the plaintiff states and the
persons represented by the plaintiffs;
(c)

Award plaintiffs the cost of suit, including reasonable

attorneys' fees;
(d)

Grant plaintiffs such other relief as the nature of the

case may require and the Court may deem just and proper.

Dated:
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EXHIBIT C
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.:

)
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,

ORDER

)

Defendants.

)
)

________________________________________________ )

This matter was brought before the Court on the Plaintiff's
Motion for Preliminary Approval of Settlement and for other

relief, and the Court having reviewed the papers of the parties
and good cause appearing;
It is on this ____ day of _______, 1994 ORDERED that:
1.

The Settlement Agreement between the parties dated

October 11, 1994 is hereby preliminarily approved as fair,
adequate and reasonable to the class identified therein.
2.

For the purpose of this settlement only, a class

consisting of
each state of the United States, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
and each of their political subdivisions or
instrumentalities, including but not limited
to their departments, branches, bureaus,
agencies, colleges, universities, hospitals,
counties, cities, towns, villages, parishes,
municipalities, school districts, public
transit districts, special purpose districts,
redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts,
as well as any agencies and instrumentalities
in and of more than one such state or the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands
is hereby conditionally certified pending final approval of'the
settlement herein.

The foregoing definition does not include the

government of the United States, any federal governmental agency
or any private entity regardless of whether that entity receives
funds from any member of the foregoing, conditionally-certified
class.
3.

The proposed form of notice attached hereto is hereby

approved.
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4.

By no later than ____________, 1994, Plaintiffs are

directed to provide a copy of the notice to each member of the
class by first class, postage-prepaid mail.

The election of any

class member to exclude itself from the class shall be served by
no later than __________________, 1994.

Class member comments or

objections to the terms of this settlement shall be served by no
later than _______________, 1994.

The briefs of the parties in

support of final approval shall be filed by no later than
______________, 1994.

The hearing to consider final approval of

this settlement shall be held at 10:00 a.m. on ______________ ,
1994 in Courtroom No. _____ .
5.

The obligation of the defendants to answer or otherwise

respond to the complaint herein is hereby suspended in accordance
with the provisions of this order.

In the event that the Court

shall not give final approval to the settlement or the settlement
agreement shall be terminated in accordance with its terms,
plaintiffs shall have thirty (30) days within which to amend the
■%

complaint herein as of right and the time within which defendants
must answer or otherwise respond shall expire sixty (60) days
after that thirty (30) day deadline.
SO ORDERED.

Judge, United States District Court
D:\wp51\air\exhib-c.fnl
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EXHIBIT D
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH,
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

v.

)
)

AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.,
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)
)

________________________________________________ )
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Civil Action No.

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION,
PROPOSED SETTLEMENT WITH ALL DEFENDANTS AND HEARING
TO:

Each State of the United States, the District of Columbia,

Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and each of their
political

subdivisions

or

instrumentalities,

as

hereinafter

defined.

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY AND IN ITS ENTIRETY.

YOUR LEGAL

RIGHTS WILL BE AFFECTED BY LEGAL PROCEEDINGS IN THIS LITIGATION.
IF YOU ARE A CLASS MEMBER, YOU MAY BE ENTITLED TO RECEIVE BENEFITS
UNDER THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED IN THIS NOTICE.

I.

BACKGROUND OF THE LITIGATION

There is now pending in the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia a lawsuit filed by 50 State Attsrneys
General, the District of Columbia, Guam, and the Northern Mariana
Islands on behalf of themselves and a class purporting to include
all

State,

local,

and territorial governmental entities.

The

lawsuit alleges that, between January 1988 and December 31, 1992,
the

Airline

Airlines,

Tariff

Inc.,

Publishing

Company

American Airlines,

Inc.,

("ATPCo")

and

Alaska

Continental Airlines,

Inc., Delta Air Lines, Inc., Northwest Airlines, Inc., Trans World
Airlines,

Inc.,

United Air Lines,
2

Inc.,

and USAir,

Inc.

(the

"airline defendants") violated the antitrust laws by engaging in an
unlawful conspiracy to fix prices for domestic air transportation
services.

The lawsuit also alleges that,

as a result of this

conspiracy, Class Member entities paid higher prices for air travel
than they would have in the absence of that conspiracy.

The suit

seeks treble damages, attorneys fees and costs from the defendants.

The plaintiffs have conducted an extensive investigation
of the facts and law in this action.

As a result, plaintiffs have

concluded that a settlement with the defendants is in the best
interests of plaintiffs and the Class.

The defendants deny that

they have fixed prices or have otherwise acted unlawfully.

The

Court has not yet decided whether plaintiffs have a meritorious
claim, and this Notice should not be understood as an expression of
any opinion by the Court as to the merits of any of the claims or
defenses asserted by plaintiffs or defendants.

II.

CLASS ACTION RULING

By Order dated _____________________ , 1994, the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia certified a
class of purchasers of domestic air transportation services as
follows:

Each

State

of

the

United
3

States,

the

District

of

Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands,
American Samoa,

Guam,

and the Commonwealth of the Northern

Mariana Islands, and each of their political subdivisions
or instrumentalities, including but not limited to their
departments,
universities,
villages,
public

branches,

bureaus,

hospitals,

parishes,
transit

agencies,

counties,

municipalities,
districts,

colleges,

cities,

towns,

school districts,

special

districts,

redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts, as well as
any agencies and instrumentalities in and of more than
one such State or the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

This Class

does not include the government of the United States, any
federal

governmental

agency,

or

any

private

entity

regardless of whether that entity receives funds from a
Class Member.

It is presumed for purposes of this settlement that all members of
this Class purchased domestic air transportation services from one
of the airline defendants during the period of January 1988 through
December 31, 1992.
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III.

The

plaintiffs

defendants in this

case.

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT

have

reached

a

settlement

The basic terms

with

all

of that settlement

require the defendants to make available to all Class Members a
discount of ten percent (10%) off any published fare for domestic
air transportation services when used for official governmental
travel by their employees, agents or invitees.

This discount will

be available for travel on any of the airline defendants, their
majority-owned subsidiaries, or any connecting itinerary consisting
entirely of travel on one airline and on a non-defendant airline
that has a code-sharing arrangement with an airline defendant
pursuant to which it provides domestic travel under that airline's
code (i.e., a "commuter carrier"). This ten percent (10%) discount
is available on any published full fare, leisure fare, or contract
fare in excess of $50.00.

The discounts are not subject to any

special restrictions or special "black-out" periods; general terms
and conditions do apply.

This ten percent (10%) discount will be

available for a period of eighteen

(18) months or until total

discounts to the Class of $40 million have been reached, whichever
occurs first.

Class members will receive a second notice informing

them of when the discount fares will become available.

These discounts will be available only for "official
government travel."
eligible

Travel by employees, agents or invitees of an

governmental

entity

for
5

purposes

unrelated

to

their

employment, agency or invitation is not eligible for these discount
fares.
such

In order to quality for these discounts, the costs of any
travel

must

be

paid

for or

reimbursed

by

the

eligible

governmental entity.

Any unauthorized or non-eligible traveler using these discounts
will be subject to criminal prosecution.

There will be no need for individual Class Members to
file a claim form or other proof of damages in order to participate
in these discount fares.

The discount fares totaling $40 million

will not be apportioned among the Class Members on a pro-rata or
per capita basis.

Instead, Class Members traveling at or near

historical

levels

are

settlement

approximating

expected
their

to

derive

damages

due

benefit
to

from

any

the

alleged

overcharge.

The complete terms of the proposed settlement are

qp

file

and may be examined or copied during regular business hours at the
Office of the Clerk of the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia, located at 333 Constitution Avenue, N.W. Room
1825, Washington, D.C. 20001.
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IV.

WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS AS A CLASS MEMBER

Your options as a member of the Class are as follows:

A.

You may do nothing and remain a member of the Class.

If you wish to remain a member of the Class you do not
have to do anything.

If you choose to take no action,

your

interests as a Class Member will be represented by the Class
Representatives and their counsel.

You will be bound by the terms

of the Settlement Agreement and any final judgment that may be
entered.

As a member of the Class, you will not be responsible for
attorneys fees or litigation expenses.

As described below, all

costs and attorneys fees due plaintiffs are to be paid out of a
separate
defendants

Administration
and

will

Account

have

no

established

effect

on

the

by

the

airline

settlement.' fund

benefiting Class Members.
I

As a member of the Class, you do not need to file a claim
form in order to participate in the discount fare program created
by the Settlement Agreement.

If the Court grants final approval of

the Settlement Agreement, you will be bound by the terms of that
Agreement and by any judgments entered in accordance with that
Agreement.

You will have the opportunity to object to the terms of
7

that Settlement Agreement prior to final approval only if you
remain in the Class.

In the event of final approval, you will be

deemed to have entered into the release described in Section VI of
this Notice.

B.

You may

remain a member

of the Class

and hire vour

own

attorney to represent you.

If you elect to remain a member of the Class, and you do
not wish to be represented by the Class representatives and their
counsel, you may enter an appearance through your own attorney.

To

do so you must file an Entry of Appearance with the Clerk of the
Court at the address listed in Section III above, together with
Proof of Service on counsel for the plaintiffs and defendants,
whose names and addresses appear below.

You will then continue as

a Class Member with representation by your own attorney and you
will be responsible for the fees and costs of that attorney.

C.

You may request exclusion from the Class.

If you are a member of the Class,
exclude yourself from the Class.

you may elect to

If you wish to exclude yourself

from the Class, you must request exclusion in writing, including
your name and address, and send it to both Plaintiff and Defendant
contact, as well as the Court, postmarked no later than _________
8

_______, 1994.

Please write the words "Class Exclusion Notice" on

the lower left corner of the front of the envelope in which you
submit your exclusion request.

If you exclude yourself from the Class and the proposed
settlement is finally approved, you will not be entitled to share
in any of the benefits of the settlement and will remain free to
pursue any legal rights you may have against the defendants, but
the representative plaintiffs and their lawyers will not represent
you as to any claims against those defendants.

V. ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNT

In

addition

to

the

discount

fares

provided

by

the

Settlement Agreement, the defendants are required to establish an
Administration Account

in the amount of

$1.75 million.

This

Administration Account is to be used by those states designated in
the Settlement Agreement as "Case Management States" to pay all
administrative

costs

relating

to

including, but not limited to:

settlement

administration,

the provision of Court-approved

notice to the Class by first class mail; expert witness services
used in connection with seeking Court approval of the Settlement
Agreement; services provided by the Case Management and Plaintiff
States in the administration of the Settlement Agreement; services
of

an

administrator

or

escrow
9

agent

appointed

by

the

Case

Management States to administer the Administration Account; and
such other goods and services that the Case Management States deem
reasonable and necessary in the administration of this Settlement
Agreement.

In addition, this Administration Account shall be used

to compensate counsel for the Case Management States and the other
plaintiff

states

for

attorneys

fees

and

investigation

and

litigation costs incurred prior to the final approvement of the
Settlement Agreement.

VI.

WHAT DOES THE SETTLEMENT MEAN

The proposed settlement is intended to settle each claim
against the defendants under federal and state law that members of
the Class have alleged or could have alleged in the lawsuit or that
arises out of, or is in furtherance of, or is related to any of the
conduct,

acts,

conspiracies or subject matter

alleged in that

lawsuit, including any claims for damages resulting from alleged
overcharges with respect to airline tickets purchased at any time
in the past.

If you do not exclude yourself from this Class, you

will release all such claims.

The release will extend to the

defendants and those commuter carriers on which discounts are made
available for domestic travel and to each of their respective past
or

present

officers,

directors,

agents,

employees,

parents,

affiliates, subsidiaries, and divisions, and to their respective
successors, assigns and legal representatives.
10

The
defendants

proposed

settlement

provides

the

option

to

of withdrawing from this Settlement Agreement

the
if a

substantial number of the Class Members exclude themselves from the
Class.

If an airline defendant determines,

in

its exclusive

discretion, and in good faith, that the States or other eligible
governmental

entities

that

have

opted

out

of

the

Settlement

Agreement represent a realistic threat of continuing litigation
representing
defendant
Agreement.

claims

may
As

of

substantial

terminate
a

its

result

of

injury,

participation
any

such

then
in

that

the

termination,

airline

Settlement
the

Case

Management States may elect, in their sole discretion, to terminate
the Settlement Agreement in its entirety.

VII.

HEARING

The Court will hold a Hearing in Courtroom _____ at the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

333

Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001, on __________ ,
199_, at ____________

_.m., to determine whether the proposed

settlement should be approved as fair, adequate and reasonable.
The Hearing may be continued without further notice.

It is not

necessary for you to appear at the settlement hearing.

Any member of the

Class who has

not elected

to be

excluded from the Class may object to approval of the proposed
11

settlement, and may appear at the Hearing, individually or through
the member's own counsel,
written

Objection

and

if the Class Member has submitted a

Notice

of

Intention

to

Appear.

Any

objections to approval of the proposed settlement must be filed
with the Clerk of the Court and served on _________________
Plaintiffs and __________________
, 199_.

for

for Defendants by ____________

Any objection shall state each specific reason, if any, in

support of the objection and any legal support for such objection
shall be cited.

Such objections shall be accompanied by supporting

papers and briefs, which must be filed with the Clerk of the Court,
United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

333

Constitution Avenue, N.W., Room 1825, Washington, D.C. 20001, with
Proof of Service on each of the following counsel for the parties:

For State Plaintiffs:

Louise M. Quick
Assistant Attorney General
Antitrust Bureau
120 Broadway, Suite 2601
New York, New York 10271

For Airline Tariff Publishing
Company:

Jonathan B. Hill
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson
1255 23rd Street, N.W.
500
Washington, D.C. 20037

Suite

James V. Dick
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
P.O. Box 407
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-0407

For Alaska Airlines, Inc.:

12

For American Airlines:

Irving Scher
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153-0101

For Continental Airlines
and Northwest Airline,Inc.:

Megan Poldy
Crowell & Moring
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2595

For Delta Airlines, Inc.:

Edward Krugman
Bondurant, Mixson & Elmore
1201 W. Peachtree Street
3900 One Atlantic Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30309-3417

For Trans World Airlines, Inc.:

Mary McGuire Voog
TWA Legal Department
515 N. 6th Street
St. Louis, MO 63101

For United Airlines, Inc.:

Debra A. Valentine
O'Melveny & Myers
555 Thirteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-1109

For US Air, Inc.

Jennifer R. Clarke
Dechert Price & Rhoads
4000 Bell Atlantic Tower
1717 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19103-2793

VIII.

The pleadings

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

and other records

in this

litigation,

including copies of the Settlement Agreement, may be examined at
any time during regular office hours at the Office of the Clerk
United States District Court for the District of Columbia,

333

Constitution Avenue, N.W., Room 1825, Washington, D.C. 20001.

If you need additional information, you should contact
13

your Attorney General's Office,

or one of the Case Management

States listed in Section VII, above.

PLEASE

DO

NOT

CONTACT

THE

COURT,

THE

CLERK,

OR

THE

ADMINISTRATOR.

BY ORDER OF THE COURT

Clerk of the Court
United States District Court
District of Columbia
333 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Room 1825
Washington, D.C. 20001

FILE: AIR/ATPH4216.C04

51:air\notice.fnl
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CASE

EXHIBIT E

AIRLINE'S PROPORTIONAL SHARE
OF DOMESTIC REVENUE PASSENGER MILES
Carrier

Alaska

Percent

1.48

American

22.27

Continental

10.63

Delta

18.70

Northwest

10.11

TWA

7.01

United

19.74

USAir

10.06

EXHIBIT F

PROTOCOL FOR IMPLEMENTATION. OPERATION AND
TERMINATION OF SETTLEMENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM

(1)

The Airlines will

collectively establish a common

ticket

designator to effect the settlement discount program.

(2)

Each Airline will implement an automated system that will
result in a Discount Fare being provided whenever the ticket
designator
automated

is

employed

Domestic

in

conjunction

Issuance.

with

("Automated

a

ticket's

Ticketing").

Domestic Issuance consists of the issuance of a Discount Fare
ticket

within

the

fifty

United

States, the

Columbia, Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands.

District

of

("Domestic

Issuance"). The system will be effective with respect to the
Galileo/Apollo, Sabre, System One and Worldspan CRS systems
and the Airlines' internal reservation systems, without-regard
to whether the Automated Ticketing is accomplished by a travel
agent or directly by an Airline.

(3)

Each Airline will further develop and implement an automated
system that will capture the following data with respect to
Domestic Issuance of Discount Fare tickets that are plated on
that Airline via the above-identified Automated Ticketing
System:
1

(a)

the overall dollar purchase cost saving resulting from
the sale of such Discount Fare tickets;

(b)

the

respective

resulting

overall

dollar

purchase

cost

saving

from the sale of such tickets within each

state;

(c)

the overall number of Discount Fare tickets sold;

(d)

the respective overall number of Discount Fare tickets
sold within each state; and

(e)

the respective overall number of Discount Fare tickets
sold by each Airline and travel agency location.

(4)

Each Airline will further develop and implement a procedure
which will authorize and permit the non-automated Domestic
Issuance of Discount Fare tickets in conjunction with the use
of the ticket designator.

("Non-Automated Ticketing"). With

respect to such sales plated on a

respective Airline, that

Airline will develop and implement an automated system that
will

capture

from ARC'S and/or any other applicable bank

settlement plan's regular periodic reports of such sales the
various data identified in Paragraphs 3 (a) , (b), (c) , (d) and
(e), supra.
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(5)

Each Airline will further develop and implement a procedure
which will authorize and permit travel agents located in Guam,
and

the Northern Mariana

Islands

to

issue Discount

Fare

Tickets in conjunction with the use of the ticket designator
and

the

ticket

Ticketing").

stock
With

of

any

respect

Airline.

to

("South

tickets

so

Pacific

issued

on

a

respective Airline's ticket stock, that Airline will develop
a system that will capture from the travel agents' regular
periodic report of such sales the various data identified in
Paragraphs 3 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), supra.

(6)

Each Airline will further develop and implement a procedure
which will authorize eligible purchasers located in American
Samoa

to

purchase

Discount

Fare

Tickets

via

telephonic

communication between the Samoan Government Travel Officer and
a designated Airline for either mail delivery or specified
airport will-call pick up ("American Samoa Ticketing"). With
respect to tickets so issued, the designated Airline will
develop a system that will capture as to such sales the
various data identified in Paragraphs 3(a), (b), (c), (d) and
(e), supra.

(7)

At the Airlines' expense, the Airlines and Case Management
States

shall

("Repository")

jointly
to

designate

receive,

an

independent

consolidate,

and

report

Person
to

a

designee of the Case Management States and a designee of the
3

Airlines

the

various

consolidated

data

referenced

in

Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 and 6, supra.

(8)

No less frequently than seven days following a monthly Report
Date established by the Repository, each Airline will report
to the Repository with respect to its Discount Fare ticket
sales the various data referred to in Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5
and 6, supra.
form.
each

Said report will be made in electronic medium

With respect to sales reflecting Automated Ticketing,
Airline

respective

shall

report

use
to

be

its

best

complete

efforts
as

to

to
all

cause

its

previously

unreported sales and current at least through the Report Date.
With respect to sales reflecting Non-Automated Ticketing, each
Airline shall use its best efforts to cause its respective
report to be complete as to all previously unreported sales
and current at least up through twenty-one days before the
Report Date.

With respect to sales reflecting South Pacific

Ticketing and American Samoa Ticketing, each Airline sh^ll use
its best efforts to cause its respective report to be complete
as to all previously unreported sales and current at least up
through forty-two days prior to the Report Date.

The report

of each Airline shall specify the respective dates through
which

its

reported

Automated Ticketing,

data

is complete

with

regard

(2) Non-Automated Ticketing,

Pacific Ticketing and (4) American Samoa Ticketing.
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to

(1)

(3) South

(9)

Promptly

following

the receipt

of

each of the

Airlines'

reports, the Repository shall combine the reported data into
a consolidated report which will also be in electronic medium
form.

The Repository shall distribute the consolidated report

no later than two weeks following the Airlines' monthly Report
Date.

That report will be provided to the designee of the

Case Management States with a copy concurrently provided to
the designee of the Airlines.
maintain the

The respective designees are to

confidentiality of

the reports;

the

States'

designee may distribute copies thereof only to counsel for the
Plaintiff States and the Airlines' designee may distribute
copies only to counsel for the Airlines.

The reports shall

only be used for purposes related to monitoring the operation
of the

Settlement Agreement

and

enforcing

its

terms

and

limitations, including the investigation and prosecution of
collateral actions directed against the fraudulent purchase,
issuance, transfer and/or use of Discount Fare Tickets.

In

performing these functions, Plaintiff States' counsel^ shall
limit

any

further

disclosure,

except

pursuant

to

legal

process, to persons working under their direction and control.
Where the Repository and/or counsel for the Case Management
States or for the
process
reported
Airlines'

calling
data,

Plaintiff States

for

the

production

he

or

she

designee

so

as

opportunity

to

seek

shall
to

legal

is served with
and/or

protection
5

disclosure

immediately

provide

the

legal

advise

Airline(s)

against

of
the
an

disclosure»

Nothing in this Paragraph 9 is intended to prohibit counsel
for a Plaintiff State from relying on data contained in the
Repository's report in making any official disclosure to that
State's authorities of the estimated benefits derived from the
Settlement Agreement.

(10) The Repository shall at all times maintain the confidentiality
of the individual Airline data reported to it.

At the request

of the Case Management States, the Repository shall make such
data available for review by their counsel or by counsel for
the

Plaintiff

States

confidentiality.
related

to

who

shall

likewise

maintain

its

The data shall only be used for purposes

monitoring

the

operation

of

the

Settlement

Agreement and enforcing its terms and limitations, including
the

investigation

and

prosecution

of

collateral

actions

directed against the fraudulent purchase, issuance, transfer
and/or use of Discount Fare Tickets.

In performing these

functions, Plaintiff States' counsel shall limit any further
disclosure,
working

except pursuant to legal

under

their

direction

and

process,

to persons

control.

Where

the

Repository and/or counsel for the Case Management States or
for the Plaintiff States is served with legal process calling
for the production and/or disclosure of such data, he or she
shall immediately advise the reporting Airline(s)
provide it

(them)

so as to

an opportunity to seek legal protection

against disclosure.
6

(11) Within three (3) to seven (7) days prior to the date on which
Discount

Fares

Settlement

first

Agreement,

become

available

the Airlines

will

travel agencies concerning the program.
by

means

of

electronic

pursuant
advise

to

the

automated

Such advice will be

communication

via

Galileo/Apollo,

Sabre, System One and Worldspan and will include the following
information:

(a)

the availability and nature of the program;

(b)

purchaser eligibility requirements;

(c)

CRS and Airline specific codes with which to access
standing CRS displays providing ticketing instructions;
and

(d)

warning against fraud in connection with the issuance of
Discount Fare tickets.

(12) Within three (3) to seven (7) days prior to the date on which
Discount
Settlement

Fares

first

Agreement,

become
the

available

Airlines

will

pursuant
provide

to

the

advice

concerning the program to their respective employees who have
responsibility for the marketing or sale of domestic air
passenger transportation services to Eligible Governmental
Entities.

Such advice will be by electronic communication or
7

otherwise and will include the following information:

(a)

the availability and nature of the program;

(b)

purchaser eligibility requirements;

(c)

CRS and Airline specific codes with which to access
standing CRS displays providing ticketing instructions;
and

(d)

warning against fraud in connection with the issuance and
use of Discount Fare tickets.

(13) Within three

(3) to twelve (12) days prior to the date on

which Discount Fares first become available pursuant to the
Settlement Agreement,

the Airlines will

insure that non-

automated travel agencies are advised concerning the program.
Such advice shall be by way of a Travel Agent Communication
from ARC, and shall include the following information:

(a)

the availability and nature of the program;

(b)

purchaser eligibility requirements;

(c)

ticketing instructions and/or 800 reservation numbers of
each Airline defendant which can be called to obtain
8

ticketing and related instructions; and

(d)

warning against fraud in connection with the issuance or
use of Discount Fare tickets.

(14) Within three

(3) to twelve (12) days prior to the date on

which Discount Fares first became available pursuant to the
Settlement Agreement, the Airline designated to issue tickets
for eligible purchasers located in American Samoa will advise
the Samoan Government Travel Officer concerning the program.
Such advice will be in written form and will include the
following information:

(a)

the availability and nature of the program;

(b)

purchaser eligibility requirements;

(c)

special

ticketing

instructions

for

American 'Samoa

including designation of 800- telephone number for use in
purchasing Discount Fare Tickets;

(d)

warning against fraud in connection with the issuance or
use of Discount Fare tickets.

(15) No more than 30 days prior to the date on which Discount Fares
first become available pursuant to the Settlement Agreement,
9

the Case Management States will provide written advice to the
class members concerning the nature and implementation of the
program.

Such advice will include the following:

(a)

purchaser eligibility requirements;

(b)

the CRS codes to be employed by automated travel
agents and/or airline ticketing agents to call up
pertinent ticketing instructions;

(c)

a request that at the time of ticket purchase the
program code name "Multistate" and the aforesaid
CRS codes be called to the attention of the travel
agent or airline ticketing agent from whom ticket
issuance is being sought; and

(d)

warning

against

fraud

in

connection

with

the

purchase, transfer or use of Discount Fare tickets.

(16) The Repository shall monitor the overall dollar purchase cost
saving resulting from the sale of Discount Fare tickets.

If

at the time of the Repository's issuance of a monthly report,
the rate at which such purchase cost saving has been recently
accumulating reasonably suggests that the $40 million cap may
be exceeded within the next 90 days, the Repository shall
include a hard copy notice of such possibility with his or her
10

then current report.

(17) Following issuance of notice in accordance with Paragraph 16,
the Repository shall determine promptly following his or her
receipt of the Airlines' next monthly reports a termination
date as of which Discount Fares will no longer be available.
The Repository shall determine such date by presuming that the
Discount Fare ticket sales will continue to accumulate and be
reported at the same daily rate as they have

on average

accumulated during the most recent three-month period for
which

the Repository then has complete

sales

data.

The

determination of such date by the Repository shall be final
and binding on the parties.

The Repository shall include a

hard copy notice of the termination date with his current
monthly report.

(18) The

Airlines

discontinuance
tickets.

will

as

of

the

termination

date

cause

a

in the automated issuance of Discount Fare

The discontinuance will be accompanied with notice

of the termination of the settlement discount program.

Such

notice will be communicated to all travel agents via a press
release approved by and released in the name of the Repository
as

well

as via

Communication

notification

from ARC.

included

In addition,

in a

Travel

Agent

the Airlines

shall

convey such notice to automated travel agents by means of an
electronic communication via each of the domestic CRS systems

11

listed in paragraph (2) , supra. that is then in operation.

In

addition, the Airline designated to communicate with American
Samoa shall convey such notice either telephonically or in
writing to the Government Travel Officer.

(19) The overall settlement discount program shall conclude on the
Discount Fare termination date,

or on the first day next

following a period of eighteen months after the date on which
Discount Fares were first made available,
first.

whichever comes

In the event the program concludes as a result of the

passage of the eighteen-month period, the Airlines will as of
such conclusion date take the action specified in Paragraph
18, supra.

(20) The Definitions set forth in the Settlement Agreement shall,
when used herein, have the same meaning as in the Settlement
Agreement.

51:air\val-exhF-fnl
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Exhibit H

[A.G. Letterhead]
Re: Multistate Airline Antitrust Litigation
Dear General(s) [ Norton, Blumenthal, Butterworth,
Poritz, Koppell, Fisher, Preate, Graham, Gregoire]:

Harshbarger,

This is to notify you that I elect to participate in the
above-styled action and in the Settlement Agreement between
defendants Airline Tariff Publishing Company, Alaska Airlines,
Inc., American Airlines, Inc., Continental Airlines, Inc., Delta
Airlines, Inc., Northwest Airlines, Inc., Trans World Airlines,
Inc., United Airlines, Inc, and USAir, Inc., and the states of
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and Washington (the "Case Management
States") on their own behalf and as class representatives on behalf
of the class of Eligible Governmental Entities.1
I
have reviewed and understand the Complaint and Settlement
Agreement, and the key documents concerning the allegations of this
investigation, which are identified by the Case Management States.
I hereby elect to participate on behalf of the State of
_______ and as class representative of all of the governmental
entities of this State.
Very truly yours,
Attorney General
State of

1 Eligible Governmental Entities means each state of the
United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands, and each of their political subdivisions
or instrumentalities,
including but not limited to their
departments, branches, bureaus, agencies colleges, universities,
hospitals,
counties,
cities,
towns,
villages,
parishes,
municipalities, school districts, public transit districts, special
purpose districts, redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts, as
well as any agencies and instrumentalities1 in and of more than one
such state or the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands. This definition does not include the
government of the United States, any federal governmental agency or
any private entity regardless of whether that entity receives funds
from an Eligible Governmental Entity.

EXHIBIT G

NOTICE TO TRAVEL AGENTS RE MS 10
THIS NOTICE APPLIES ONLY TO U.S. TRAVEL AGENTS APPOINTED BY ARC,
ARP APPOINTED TRAVEL AGENTS IN PUERTO RICO AND THE U.S. VIRGIN
ISLANDS, AND TRAVEL AGENTS IN GUAM OR THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE
NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS WITH THE TICKET STOCK OF ONE OF THE
AIRLINES LISTED BELOW.
Beginning [month, date,] 199___, Alaska, American,
Continental, Delta, Northwest, TWA, United, and USAir,
("Participating Airlines") will make a special 10% discount
available to eligible state and local governmental entities.

In

addition, certain commuter carriers listed at the end of this
notice will offer the discount for travel on flights which they
operate under the code of a Participating Airline.

The discount

program is generally referred to by the identifier MS10.

The entities that are eligible for the discount are
each state of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, together wit£ each
of their political subdivisions and instrumentalities, including
their various departments, branches, bureaus, agencies, colleges,
universities, hospitals, counties, cities, towns, villages,
parishes, municipalities, school districts, public transit
districts, special purpose districts, redevelopment agencies,
taxing districts, and multistate instrumentalities.

The discount

is available for official government travel by the employees,
agents and invitees of the foregoing entities.

LA2-236751.V1/DC1-193126.V1

It does not apply

11/08/94

to personal travel nor to travel on behalf of the federal
government.

The discount applies to all published fares (including
published state and local government fares), but is not
combinable with any other discounts, award certificates, coupons
or bonuses.

For a ticket to qualify for the discount, the

identical Participating Airline code must appear on all segments
of the ticketed itinerary.

Where a ticket includes a connecting

segment, service on that segment may be by a code-share Commuter
if ticketed under the code of the Participating Airline.

In

addition, the ticket must be written on ARC or BSP neutral ticket
stock or the ticket stock of one of the Participating Airlines.
The 10% discount is applicable to the total published cost of
ticket purchase, except that it does not apply to any Passenger
Facility Charge, departure tax or agricultural inspection fee.

The discount is available for travel anywhere within or
between the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico or
the U.S. Virgin Islands, but does not include travel on a
domestic leg of a connecting itinerary that has been ticketed
using a through fare applicable to travel originating or
concluding outside of that identified geographic area.

In order to qualify for the discount, the purchaser
must present verification of eligibility at the time of ticket
purchase.

Any of the following will constitute appropriate

LA2-236751.V1/DC1-193126.VI
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verification that the travel is being conducted for the purpose
of official business on behalf of an eligible state or local
governmental entity:

1.

Purchase made with an authorized charge card
issued to an eligible governmental entity;

2.

Presentation of an authorizing letter, on eligible
governmental letterhead, confirming that the
traveler will be on official government business.
The letter must include the name of the traveler,
the dates of travel, the travel itinerary, and an
authorizing signature;

3.

Presentation of a travel request form (including
U.S.G. travel request forms when used by the
District of Columbia) and accompanying payment or
travel authorization form and accompanying
purchase warrant or purchase approval, duly
executed by an eligible governmental entity? or

4.

An eligible government purchase order.

Any person fraudulently applying for, issuing, transferring, or
using a discount ticket shall be subject to prosecution.

Discount ticket purchasers must comply with all of the
restrictions, terms and conditions of the underlying ticketed
fare class including the restrictions against ticket
transferability.
LA2-2? J751.V1/DC1-193126.V1

Discounts are not available in connection with
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previously purchased tickets.

Tickets are subject to forfeiture

if used in violation of any of the aforesaid terms and
conditions.
AUTOMATED TICKETING —

TRAVEL AGENT TICKETING PERSONNEL

SHOULD DETERMINE THEIR CRS, THEN LOOK UP THE PROFILE IN THE CHART
BELOW TO OBTAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR TICKETING ON A PARTICULAR
AIRLINE:

WORLDSPAN
Apollo

SABRE

SYSTEM ONE

PARS

Alaska
American
Continental
Delta
Northwest
TWA
United
USAir

NONAUTOMATED TICKETING —

TRAVEL AGENT TICKETING

PERSONNEL SHOULD SELECT THE TICKETING/ISSUING AIRLINE VALIDATION
PLATE, THEN DIAL THE CORRESPONDING AIRLINE RESERVATION NUMBER
LISTED BELOW FOR TICKETING INSTRUCTIONS:

LA2-236751.V1/DC1-193126.V1
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Alaska Airlines

800-

Ref #

American Airlines

800-

Continental Airlines

800-525-0280

Delta Air Lines

800-

Northwest Airlines

800-225-2525

TransWorld Airlines

800-

United Airlines

800-241-6522

USAir

800-

This discount program is available for a limited time
and is subject to termination at any time without advance notice.

Discounts are available for travel on the following
commuter carriers so long as the travel ticketed is under the
code of a single Participating Airline:

Aloha Airlines
Allegheny Commuter Airlines
Air Midwest
Air Wisconsin dba United
Express
American Eagle
ASA
Atlantic Coast Airlines
dba United Express
Business Express
CCAir
Chatauqua Airlines
COMAIR
CommutAir
Continental Express
Florida Gulf

LA2-236751.V1/DC1-193126.V1

5

G.P. Express
Great Lakes Aviation
dba United Expreás
Jetstream International
Airlines, Inc.
Liberty Express Airlines
Mesaba Airlines
Northwest Airiink
Pennsylvania Commuter
Airlines, Inc.
Piedmont Airlines, Inc.
TransWorld Express, Inc.
Trans States Airlines
SkyWest
United Feeder Service
dba United Express

11/08/94

The discount program is available for travel on the
following commuter carriers only for a connecting itinerary with
one of the Participating Airlines on a ticket issued under a
single Airline code:
America West
Alpha Air
Bering Air, Inc.
Horizon Airlines
ERA Aviation, Inc.

LA2-236751.V1/DC1-193126.V1

L.A.B. Flying Service, Inc.
Mesa Airlines
Peninsula Airways, Inc.
Reeve Aleutian Airways, Inc.
WestAir Commuter Airlines
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Exhibit H

[A.G. Letterhead]

Re: Multistate Airline Antitrust Litigation

Dear General(s) [ Norton, Blumenthal, Butterworth,
Poritz, Koppell, Fisher, Preate, Graham, Gregoire]:

Harshbarger,

This is to notify you that I elect to participate in the
above-styled action and in the Settlement Agreement between
defendants Airline Tariff Publishing Company, Alaska Airlines,
Inc., American Airlines, Inc., Continental Airlines, Inc., Delta
Airlines, Inc., Northwest Airlines, Inc., Trans World Airlines,
Inc., United Airlines, Inc, and USAir, Inc., and the states of
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and Washington (the "Case Management
States") on their own behalf and as class representatives on behalf
of the class of Eligible Governmental Entities.1
I have reviewed and understand the Complaint and Settlement
Agreement, and the key documents concerning the allegations of this
investigation, which are identified by the Case Management States.
I hereby elect to participate on behalf of the State of
_______ and as class representative of all of the governmental
entities of this State.
Very truly yours,
Attorney General
State of

1 Eligible Governmental Entities means each state of the
United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands, and each of their political subdivisions
or
instrumentalities,
including
but
not
limited
to
their
departments, branches, bureaus, agencies colleges, universities,
hospitals,
counties,
cities,
towns,
villages,
parishes,
municipalities, school districts, public transit districts, special
purpose districts, redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts, as
well as any agencies and instrumentalities- in and of more than one
such state or the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands.
This definition does not include the
government of the United States, any federal governmental agency or
any private entity regardless of whether that entity receives funds
from an Eligible Governmental Entity.

EXHIBIT I
Participating commuter carriers are:
Aloha Airlines, Inc. dba Aloha Airlines
Allegheny Commuter Airlines
Air Midwest
Air Wisconsin Airlines Corporation dba United Express
American Eagle
ASA
Atlantic Coast Airlines dba United Express
Business Express, Inc. dba Business Express
CCAir
Chatauqua Airlines
COMAIR
CommutAir
Continental Express, Inc.
Express Airlines, Inc. I dba Northwest Airlink
Express Airlines, Inc. II dba Northwest Airlink
Florida Gulf
G.P. Express
Great Lakes Aviation dba United Express
Jetstream International Airlines, Inc.
Liberty Express Airlines
Mesaba Airlines, Inc. dba Mesaba Airlines
Pennsylvania Commuter Airlines, Inc.
Piedmont Airlines, Inc.
TransWorld Express, Inc.
Trans States Airlines
SkyWest
United Feeder Service dba United Express
«
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
N3W MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs
v.
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.:

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF
SETTLEMENT, CONDITIONAL CLASS CERTIFICATION
AND REQUEST FOR HEARING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH

Plaintiffs, the 50 states of the United States of
America, the District of Columbia and the territories of Guam and

the Northern Mariana Islands, by and through their Attorneys
General, and on behalf of a class, respectfully move this Court
for an order attached as Exhibit A hereto (the "Proposed Order")
preliminarily approving a proposed settlement between themselves
and the defendants and to conditionally certify a class pending
final approval of the Settlement Agreement in this Action.
1.

Plaintiffs entered into a settlement agreement with the

defendants on October 11, 1994.
2.

Pursuant to that Settlement Agreement Plaintiffs filed

a complaint and the Settlement agreement on November 10, 1994.
3.

Plaintiffs allege that the proposed settlement

agreement is fair, reasonable and adequate.
4.

Plaintiffs also allege that this action meets the

requirements for a class action under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 23(a) and (b).
Wherefore, the plaintiffs, respectfully request this Court
to issue an order:
1.

Preliminarily approving the settlement as fair,

adequate and reasonable to the class identified below;
2.

Defining the Class, for the purposes of the

Proposed Settlement, as:
each state of the United States,
the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands,
Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, and each of their
political subdivisions or
instrumentalities, including but
not limited to their departments,
branches, bureaus, agencies.
2

colleges, universities, hospitals,
counties, cities, towns, villages,
parishes, municipalities, school
districts, public transit
districts, special purpose
districts, redevelopment agencies,
and taxing districts, as well as
any agencies and instrumentalities
in and of more than one such state
or the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands,
Guam, American Samoa, or the
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
Islands.
The foregoing definition does not include the
government of the United States, any federal governmental agency
or any private entity regardless of whether that entity receives
funds from any member of the foregoing Class;
3.

Approving the form of notice to the Class that is

attached to the Proposed order;
4.

Requiring Class Counsel to send the said notice to

each member of the Class by first class mail, postage prepaid;
5.

Requiring that requests for exclusion be mailed on

or before a certain date;
6.

Requiring that any member of the Class who objects

to the Proposed Settlement file comments or objectiqns with the
Court and serve the parties to the Settlement on or before a
certain date;
7.

Scheduling a hearing and briefing on the final

approval of the Proposed Settlement;

DATED:

November 10, 1994

Respectfully submitted,
3

GALE A. NORTON
Attorney General of
the State of Colorado:

tan

M. Zavislan'
^irst Assistant Attorney General
Maria Berkenkotter
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Department of Law
1525 Sherman Street, Fifth FI.
Denver, CO 80203
RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
Attorney General of
the State of Connecticut:

Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
110 Sherman Street
Hartford, CT 06105
ROBERT A. BUTTERWORTH
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EXHIBIT A
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs
v.
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.:

ORDER

________________________________________________ )

This matter was brought before the Court on the Plaintiff'
Motion for Preliminary Approval of Settlement and for other

relief, and the Court having reviewed the papers of the parties
and good cause appearing;
It is on this ___
1.

day of

, 1994 ORDERED that:

The Settlement Agreement between the parties dated

October 11, 1994 is hereby preliminarily approved as fair,
adequate and reasonable to the class identified therein.
2.

For the purpose of this settlement only, a class

consisting of
each state of the United States, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
and each of their political subdivisions or
instrumentalities, including but not limited
to their departments, branches, bureaus,
agencies, colleges, universities, hospitals,
counties, cities, towns, villages, parishes,
municipalities, school districts, public
transit districts, special purpose districts,
redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts,
as well as any agencies and instrumentalities
in and of more than one such state or the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands
is hereby conditionally certified pending final approval qf the
settlement herein.

The foregoing definition does not include the

government of the United States, any federal governmental agency
or any private entity regardless of whether that entity receives
funds from any member of the foregoing, conditionally-certified
class.
3.

The proposed form of notice attached hereto is hereby

approved.

2

4.

By no later than

1994, Plaintiffs are

directed to provide a copy of the notice to each member of the
class by first class, postage-prepaid mail.

The election of any

class member to exclude itself from the class shall be served by
no later than ___________ _______ , 1994.

Class member comments or

objections to the terms of this settlement shall be served by no
later than _______________, 1994.

The briefs of the parties in

support of final approval shall be filed by no later than
_________ ____ , 1994.

The hearing to consider final approval of

this settlement shall be held at 10:00 a.m. on ______________,
1994 in Courtroom No. ______.
5.

The obligation of the defendants to answer or otherwise

respond to the complaint herein is hereby suspended in accordance
with the provisions of this order.

In the event that the Court

shall not give final approval to the settlement or the settlement
agreement shall be terminated in accordance with its terms,
plaintiffs shall have thirty (30) days within which to amend the
complaint herein as of right and the time within which defendants
must answer or otherwise respond shall expire sixty (60) days
after that thirty (30) day deadline.
SO ORDERED.

Judge, United States District Court
JM>/Bd/Exhib -A .FN1
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH,
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs

)
.)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}
)

)
v.

)

)
AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.,
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, I N C .,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, I N C .,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC .,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
Defendants.

)

)
________________________________________________ )
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Civil Action No.

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION,
PROPOSED SETTLEMENT WITH ALL DEFENDANTS AND HEARING
TO:

Each State of the United States,

the District of Columbia,

Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
political

subdivisions

or

and each of their

instrumentalities,

as

hereinafter

defined.

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY AND IN ITS ENTIRETY.
YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS WILL BE AFFECTED BY LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
IN THIS LITIGATION. IF YOU ARE A CLASS MEMBER, YOU MAY BE
ENTITLED

TO

RECEIVE

BENEFITS

UNDER

THE

PROPOSED

SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED IN THIS NOTICE.I.

I.

BACKGROUND OF THE LITIGATION

There is now pending in the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia a lawsuit filed by 50 State Attorneys
General,

the District of Columbia, Guam, and the Northern Mariana

Islands on behalf of themselves and a class purporting to include
all

State,

local,

and

territorial

governmental

entities.

The

lawsuit alleges that, between January 1988 and December 31, 1992,
the

Airline

Tariff

Publishing

Company

2

("ATPCo")

and

Alaska

Airlines,

Inc.,

American

Airlines,

Inc.,

Continental

Airlines,

Inc., Delta Air Lines, Inc., Northwest Airlines, Inc., Trans World
Airlines,

Inc.,

United

Air

Lines,

Inc.,

and

USAir,

Inc.

(the

"airline defendants") violated the antitrust laws by engaging in an
unlawful conspiracy to fix prices for domestic air transportation
services.

The

lawsuit

also

alleges

that,

as a result

of

this

conspiracy, Class Member entities paid higher prices for air travel
than they would have in the absence of that conspiracy.

The suit

seeks treble damages, attorneys fees and costs from the defendants.

The plaintiffs have conducted an extensive investigation
of the facts and law in this action.
concluded that

a settlement

As a result, plaintiffs have

with the defendants

interests of plaintiffs and the Class.

is

in the best

The defendants deny that

they have fixed prices or have otherwise acted unlawfully.

The

Court has not yet decided whether plaintiffs have a meritorious
claim, and this Notice should not be understood as an expression of
any opinion by the Court as to the merits of any of the claims or
defenses asserted by plaintiffs or defendants. I
.

II.

CLASS ACTION RULING

By Order dated _______________________ , 1994,
States
class

District
of

Court

purchasers

for the District

of domestic

3

air

of

Columbia

transportation

the United
certified a
services

as

follows:

Each

State

Columbia,
American

of

the

United

Puerto Rico,
Samoa,

and

States,

the U.S.

the

the

Virgin

Commonwealth

District

Islands,

of

of

Guam,

the Northern

Mariana Islands, and each of their political subdivisions
or instrumentalities, including but not limited to their
departments,

branches,

universities,
villages,
public

bureaus,

hospitals,

parishes,
transit

agencies,

counties,

municipalities,
districts,

colleges,

cities,
school

special

towns,

districts,
districts,

redevelopment agencies, and taxing districts, as well as
any agencies and instrumentalities in and of more than
one such State or the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the U.S.

Virgin

Islands,

Guam,

American Samoa,

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

or the

This Class

does not include the government of the United States, any
federal

governmental

agency,

or

any

private

entity

regardless of whether that entity receives funds from a
Class Member.

It is presumed for purposes of this settlement that all members of
this Class purchased domestic air transportation services from one
of the airline defendants during the period of January 1988 through
December 31,

1992.
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III.

The
defendants

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT

plaintiffs

in

this

have

case.

reached

The

basic

a

settlement

terms

of

that

with

all

settlement

require the defendants to make available to all Class Members a
discount of ten percent

(10%) off any published fare for domestic

air transportation services when used

for official

travel by their employees, agents or invitees.

governmental

This discount will

be available for travel on any of the airline defendants,

their

majority-owned subsidiaries, or any connecting itinerary consisting
entirely of travel on one airline and on a non-defendant airline
that

has

a

code-sharing

arrangement

with

an

airline

defendant

pursuant to which it provides domestic travel under that airline's
code (i .e ., a "commuter carrier"). This ten percent (10%) discount
is available on any published full fare, leisure fare, or
fare in excess of $50.00.

contract

The discounts are not subject, to any

special restrictions or special "black-out" periods; general terms
and conditions do apply.
available

for

a period

This ten percent
of

eighteen

(18)

(10%) discount will be
months

or until

total

discounts to the Class of $40 million have been reached, whichever
occurs first.

Class members will receive a second notice informing

them of when the discount fares will become available.

These

discounts

will

be

5

available

only

for

"official

government travel."
eligible

Travel by employees, agents or invitees of an

governmental

entity

for

purposes

unrelated

to

their

employment, agency or invitation is not eligible for these discount
fares.
such

In order to quality for these discounts, the costs of any
travel

must

be

paid

for

or

reimbursed

by

the

eligible

governmental entity.

Any unauthorized or non-eligible

traveler using these

discounts

will be subject to criminal prosecution.

There will be no need for individual

Class Members to

file a claim form or other proof of damages in order to participate
in these discount fares.

The discount fares totaling $40 million

will not be apportioned among the Class Members on a pro-rata or
per capita basis.

Instead,

historical

levels

are

settlement

approximating

Class Members

expected
their

to

traveling at or near

derive

damages

due

benefit
to

any

from

the

alleged

overcharge.

The complete terms of the proposed settlement are on file
and may be examined or copied during regular business hours at the
Office of the Clerk of the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia, located at 333 Constitution Avenue, N.W. Room
1825, Washington, D.C. 20001.
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IV.

WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS AS A CLASS MEMBER

Your options as a member of the Class are as follows:

A.

You mav do nothing and remain a member of the C l a s s .

If you wish to remain a member of the Class you do not
have

to

do

interests

anything.

as

a

Class

If

you

Member

choose

will

Representatives and their counsel.
of

the

Settlement Agreement

be

to

take

no

represented

action,
by

the

your
Class

You will be bound by the terms

and any

final

judgment

that may be

entered.

As a member of the Class, you will not be responsible for
attorneys fees or litigation expenses.

As described below,

all

costs and attorneys fees due plaintiffs are to be paid out of a
separate
defendants

Administration
and

will

Account

have

no

established

effect

on

the

by

the

airline

settlement

fund

benefiting Class Members.

As a member of the Class, you do not need to file a claim
form in order to participate in the discount fare program created
by the Settlement Agreement.
the Settlement Agreement,

If the Court grants final approval of

you will be bound by the terms of that
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Agreement

and by

Agreement.
that

any judgments

entered

in accordance

with

that

You will have the opportunity to object to the terms of

Settlement

Agreement

remain in the Class.

prior

to

final

approval

only

if

you

In the event of final approval, you will be

deemed to have entered into the release described in Section VI of
this Notice.

B.

You

may

remain

a member

of

the

Class

and

hire

vour

own

attorney to represent you.

If you elect to remain a member of the Class, and you do
not wish to be represented by the Class representatives and their
counsel, you may enter an appearance through your own attorney.

To

do so you must file an Entry of Appearance with the Clerk of the
Court at the address listed in Section III above,
Proof

of Service

on counsel

for

the plaintiffs

whose names and addresses appear below.

together with

and defendants,

You will then continue as

a Class Member with representation by your own attorney -*and you
will be responsible for the fees and costs of that attorney.

C.

You may request exclusion from the Class.

If

you

are

a member

of

exclude yourself from the Class.

the

Class,

you

may

elect

to

If you wish to exclude yourself

from the Class, you must request exclusion in writing,
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including

your name and address, and send it to both Plaintiff and Defendant
contact,

as well as the Court, postmarked no later than _________

_______ , 1994.

Please write the words "Class Exclusion Notice" on

the lower left corner of the front of the envelope in which you
submit your exclusion request.

If you exclude yourself from the Class and the proposed
settlement is finally approved, you will not be entitled to share
in any of the benefits of the settlement and will remain free to
pursue any legal rights you may have against the defendants,

but

the representative plaintiffs and their lawyers will not represent
you as to any claims against those defendants. V
.

V. ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNT

In

addition

Settlement Agreement,
Administration

to

the

discount

fares

provided

by

the

the defendants are required to establish an

Account

in

the

amount

of

$1.75

million.

This

Administration Account is to be used by those states designated in
the Settlement Agreement
administrative
including,

costs

as

"Case Management States"

relating

to

but not limited to:

settlement

to pay all

administration,

the provision of Court-approved

notice to the Class by first class mail;

expert witness services

used in connection with seeking Court approval of the Settlement
Agreement; services provided by the Case Management and Plaintiff
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States in the administration of the Settlement Agreement; services
of

an

administrator

Management

States

or

escrow

agent

appointed

by

the

to administer the Administration Account;

Case
and

such other goods and services that the Case Management States deem
reasonable and necessary in the administration of this Settlement
Agreement.

In addition, this Administration Account shall be used

to compensate counsel for the Case Management States and the other
plaintiff

states

for

attorneys

fees

and

investigation

and

litigation costs incurred prior to the final approvement of the
Settlement Agreement.

VI.

WHAT DOES THE SETTLEMENT MEAN

The proposed settlement is intended to settle each claim
against the defendants under federal and state law that members of
the Class have alleged or could have alleged in the lawsuit or that
arises out of, or is in furtherance of, or is related to any of the
conduct,

acts,

conspiracies

or

subject matter

alleged

in that

lawsuit,

including any claims for damages resulting from alleged

overcharges with respect to airline tickets purchased at any time
in the past.

If you do not exclude yourself from this Class, you

will

all

release

such

claims.

The

release

will

extend

to the

defendants and those commuter carriers on which discounts are made
available for domestic travel and to each of their respective past
or

present

officers,

directors,
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agents,

employees,

parents,

affiliates,

subsidiaries,

and divisions,

and to their respective

successors, assigns and legal representatives.

The
defendants

proposed

of

settlement

withdrawing

from

provides

this

the

Settlement

option

to

Agreement

the
if

a

substantial number of the Class Members exclude themselves from the
Class.

If

an

discretion,

entities

represent

representing
defendant
Agreement.

defendant

and in good faith,

governmental
Agreement

airline

claims

may
As

that

a

have

opted

its

result

of

out

threat

substantial

terminate

in

its

exclusive

that the States or other eligible

a realistic
of

determines,

of

injury,

such

the

Settlement

continuing litigation

participation
any

of

then
in

that

the

termination,

airline

Settlement
the

Case

Management States may elect, in their sole discretion, to terminate
the Settlement Agreement in its entirety.V
.
I

VII.

HEARING

The Court will hold a Hearing in Courtroom _____ at the
United

States District

Court

for the District

of Columbia,

333

Constitution Avenue, N. W . , Washington, D.C. 20001, on ___________ ,
199_, at _____________
settlement

_.m.,

to determine

should be approved as fair,

whether

the

adequate and reasonable.

The Hearing may be continued without further notice.
necessary for you to appear at the settlement hearing.
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proposed

It is not

Any
excluded

member

from the

of

the

Class

Class may object

who

has

not

elected

to approval

to

be

of the proposed

settlement, and may appear at the Hearing, individually or through
the

member's

written

own

counsel,

Objection

objections

and

to approval

if

the

Notice

of

Class

Member

Intention

has

to

submitted

Appear.

a

Any

of the proposed settlement must be filed

with the Clerk of the Court and served on __________________

for

Plaintiffs and ____________________ for Defendants by _____________
, 199_.

Any objection shall state each specific reason, if any, in

support of the objection and any legal support for such objection
shall be cited.

Such objections shall be accompanied by supporting

papers and briefs, which must be filed with the Clerk of the Court,
United States

District

Court

for the District

of Columbia,
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Constitution Avenue, N.W. , Room 1825, Washington, D.C. 20001, with
Proof of Service on each of the following counsel for the parties:

For State Plaintiffs:

Louise M. Quick
Assistant Attorney General
Antitrust Bureau
120 Broadway, Suite 2601
New York, New York 10271

For Airline Tariff Publishing
Company:

Jonathan B. Hill
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson
1255 23rd Street, N.W.
500
Washington, D.C. 20037

For Alaska Airlines,

James V. Dick
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
P.0. Box 407

Inc.:
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Suite

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-0407
For American Airlines:

Irving Scher
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153-0101

For Continental Airlines
and Northwest Airline,Ine.:

Megan Poldy
Crowell & Moring
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2595

For Delta Airlines,

Edward Krugman
Bondurant, Mixson & Elmore
1201 W. Peachtree Street
3900 One Atlantic Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30309-3417

Ine.:

For Trans World Airlines,

For United Airlines,

For US Air,

Ine.:

Mary McGuire Voog
TWA Legal Department
515 N. 6th Street
St. Louis, MO 63101

Ine.:

Debra A. Valentine
O'Melveny & Myers
555 Thirteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-1109
Jennifer R. Clarke
Dechert Price & Rhoads
4000 Bell Atlantic Tower
1717 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19103-2793

Ine.

VIII.
The

pleadings

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
and

other

records

in

including copies of the Settlement Agreement,

this

litigation,

may be examined at

any time during regular office hours at the Office of the Clerk
United

States District

Court

for the District

of Columbia,

Constitution Avenue, N.W. , Room 1825, Washington, D.C. 20001.
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If you need additional information,

you should contact

your Attorney General's Office, or the Case Management State listed
in Section VII, above.

PLEASE

DO

NOT

CONTACT

THE

COURT,

THE

CLERK,

OR

THE

ADMINISTRATOR.

BY ORDER OF THE COURT

Clerk of the Court
United States District Court
District of Columbia
333 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Room 1825
Washington, D.C.
20001

FILE:

AIR/ATPH4216.C04

51 :air\notice.fnl
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CASE

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATES OF COLORADO, CONNECTICUT,
FLORIDA, MASSACHUSETTS,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO
PENNSYLVANIA, UTAH
WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, ALASKA,
ARIZONA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, HAWAII, IDAHO,
ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS,
KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MAINE,
MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA,
MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, MONTANA,
NEBRASKA, NEVADA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA,
NORTH DAKOTA, OKLAHOMA, OREGON,
RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS,
VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING and the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, GUAM,
and the NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS,
by and through their
Attorneys General, on behalf
of a class,
Plaintiffs
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}

Civil Action No.:

)

AIRLINE TARIFF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC.
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.,
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC.,
DELTA AIR LINES, INC.,
NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC.,
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.,
UNITED AIR LINES, INC.,
USAIR, INC.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

__________________________________________________________)

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF THE SETTLEMENT WITH ALL
DEFENDANTS AND FOR CONDITIONAL CLASS CERTIFICATION
I.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

On November 10, 1994, the 50 States of the United
States, the District of Columbia and the Territories of Guam and

the Northern Mariana Islands, filed a class action Complaint
alleging that the defendants entered into and engaged in various
combinations and conspiracies to affect price competition among
themselves for the provision of air passenger transportation
services in domestic city-pair markets1 throughout the United
States, in violation of § 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.
Pursuant to § 4 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15, the
plaintiffs brought suit on behalf of themselves and on behalf of
all eligible, state, local or interstate governmental entities
who purchased domestic air passenger transportation services from
one or more of the airline defendants1
2 during the period
commencing in January, 1988 and continuing through December 31,
1992

(the "conspiracy period").
Following more than one year of intensive settlement

negotiations between the Case Management States3 and the
defendants, a Settlement Agreement was reached which would
resolve all claims of the plaintiffs, and the national class they
purport to represent, contained in the Complaint.

The plaintiffs

believe that the proposed Settlement is fair, reasonable, and
adequate and should be approved by this Court.

In advance of

that final approval, however, the plaintiffs request this Court
1 A "city-pair" is a set of airports between which scheduled
air transportation services are provided.
2 The term "airline defendants" is used to describe all the
named defendants except for the Airline Tariff Publishing Company.
3 The States of Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, New Jersey,
New York, Ohio, Utah and Washington and the Commonwealths of
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
2

to preliminarily approve the Settlement Agreement and to
conditionally certify the requested class so that appropriate
notice can be mailed to each putative class member in accordance
with the dictates of Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

II.

PLAINTIFFS , ALLEGATIONS

The Complaint herein alleges that Alaska Airlines,
Inc.; American Airlines, Inc.; Continental Airlines, Inc.; Delta
Air Lines, Inc.; Northwest Airlines, Inc.; Trans World Airlines,
Inc.; United Air Lines, Inc.; USAir, Inc.; and Airline Tariff
Publishing Company ("ATP"); and certain co-conspirators conspired
to unreasonably restrain competition in violation of Section 1 of
the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § l.4
Each of the airline defendants provides scheduled air
passenger transportation services throughout the United States.
Each airline defendant competes with other airline defendants for
travelers to the city-pairs they serve.

4 The facts alleged in plaintiffs' Complaint are almost
identical to the facts alleged in the Complaint filed by the United
States Department of Justice ("DOJ") on December 21, 1992, in U.S.
v. Airline Tariff Publishing Company, United States District Court
for the District of Columbia, Civil Action No. 92-2854 (SSH). A
Stipulated Final Judgment settling DOJ's Complaint against USAir,
Inc. and United Air Lines, Inc. was approved by the Court on
November 1, 1993.
The Stipulated Final Judgment settling DOJ's
complaint against the remaining defendants, Alaska Airlines, Inc.;
American Airlines, Inc.; Continental Airlines, Inc.; Delta Air
Lines, Inc.; Northwest Airlines, Inc.; Trans World Airlines, Inc.;
and Airline Tariff Publishing Company, was approved by the Court on
August 10, 1994.
3

ATP is wholly owned by the airlines, including the
airline defendants.

ATP engages in the business of accumulating

and organizing air passenger transportation fare data and
*a

disseminating this data to the airline defendants and to other
ATP subscribers. ATP is the source for fare data for virtually
every airline in the United States.
During the conspiracy period, the airline defendants
each transmitted, electronically and by mail, an extraordinary
amount of air passenger transportation fare data to ATP each
weekday.

ATP in turn, disseminated the fare data at least once

each weekday to all of the airline defendants and to other ATP
subscribers.

By accessing this information through ATP, the

airline defendants were able to instantly analyze their
competitors' fare data in exhaustive detail.
This fare data generally included, for each fare
submitted to ATP, the fare code, the dollar amount of the fare,
and the fare rules and routings.

The fare codes were

alphabetical codes which identified the type of fare offered.
For instance, "F" indicated a first class fare; "Y" indicated a
full coach fare.

The fare rules were terms which limited or

conditioned the use of fares, such as advance purchase
requirements and reticketing penalties.
which

Routings were terms

were used to limit fares to particular itineraries.
Additionally, during the conspiracy period, the airline

defendants were able to attach up to two footnotes to each of
their fares.

These footnotes, which
4

were identified by

alphanumeric codes known as "footnote designators," also
contained conditions under which fares could be used or sold.
These footnotes often contained "first ticket dates" or "last
ticket dates."

First and last ticket dates indicated the first

and last dates, respectively, that fares would be available for
sale.

In practice, however, these dates were often repeatedly

changed before a particular fare was available to the public.

It

was not uncommon for fares to be withdrawn entirely before the
first ticket date was reached.5
The Complaint alleges two causes of action.
cause of action

The first

alleges that, between January of 1988 and the

end of 1992, the airline defendants used ATP to conduct complex
electronic negotiations with each other in order to increase
fares, eliminate discounts, and to set fare restrictions in
certain city-pair markets.

Plaintiffs claim that this conduct

constitutes a series of per se illegal agreements under Section 1
of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.
Specifically, the Complaint alleges that the airline
defendants used ATP to begin negotiation of fares in certain
city-pair markets.

These computerized negotiations were

continued through ATP.

The airline defendants used first ticket

dates, in conjunction with other footnote designators to

The injunctive provision contained in the settlement
agreements between DOJ and the defendants eliminates this usage of
first ticket dates and places severe restrictions on the use of
last ticket dates.
5

communicate proposals, counter proposals, and commitments to
increase fares to each other.
The use of ATP to "test the waters" allowed the airline
defendants to raise prices and eliminate discounts without the
risk of losing market share.

For example, if Airline X wanted to

increase fares in a large number of city-pairs, it would signal
the commencement of such negotiations by filing new and/or
changed fares for the targeted city-pairs with ATP.

These fares

would have first ticket dates in the future.6 The other airline
defendants would then communicate their agreement to the proposed
rate hikes by filing the same fares with the same first ticket
dates in the same markets as Airline X.

A carrier disagreeing

with the proposed increases would respond by filing different
fares in the same markets, by filing fares in additional markets,
or by filing different fare types in the same markets. All these
fares filed in response to another airline's proposed fare
increase would bear future first ticket dates.
Because it often took time to reach consensus on fare
increases, first ticket dates were repeatedly postponed to ensure
that higher ticket prices would not go into effect until all the
competing airline defendants had agreed to the proposed increase.
Reluctant airlines were "prodded" into fare increases with
threats of drastically discounted fares in critical markets.

6 The plaintiffs allege that the airline defendants flagged
the markets and fare types subject to negotiation by using the same
footnote designator on all the fares that they proposed to
increase.
6

These threats were communicated through the announcement of new
discounted fares in the reluctant airline's critical markets,
with footnote designators clearly indicating the link between the
proposed discount fare and the fare increase being negotiated.
The Complaint further alleges that the airline
defendants used last ticket dates to reach agreements to
eliminate discounted fares.

These negotiations mirrored those

described above, except that the airline defendants communicated
with each other by placing last ticket dates on the fares they
proposed to eliminate.

These complex negotiations ended when all

of the airline defendants placed the same last ticket date on the
same discounted fares, thus eliminating the fares.
The second cause of action alleges that the creation
and use of ATP is, itself, a conspiracy to unreasonably restrain
trade in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §
1, because ATP provided the communication devices, such as first
and last ticket dates, which facilitated overt price-fixing
agreements.

These communication devices also facilitated'a

pervasive coordination of fares which would not have otherwise
occurred.

Thus, airline defendants were able to gauge their

competitors' reactions to proposed fare increases and fare
elimination without facing the risk of lost sales.
The plaintiffs seek to recover damages, including
treble damages, costs of suit and reasonable attorneys' fees
against defendants for the injuries sustained by the plaintiff
class as a result of the conduct described above.
7

The defendants

deny that they engaged in any conduct which violated the
antitrust laws.

III.

THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT

The Settlement Agreement entered into by the Case
Management States, and joined in by the other plaintiffs, and the
defendants provides for the recovery of monetary damages through
defendants' implementation of a discount fare program benefiting
the class members.

The class members include each of the fifty

states plus the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands, and each of their respective political
sub-divisions or instrumentalities.

The basic terms of the

Settlement are as outlined below.
A.

Distribution of Discount Fares
In accordance with the Settlement Agreement, the

airline defendants have agreed to make available to every
eligible governmental entity, and its employees, agents or
invitees, a ten percent (10%) discount

for each ticket purchased

for official governmental domestic travel under a single airline
code on (i) any airline defendant,

(ii) its majority-owned

subsidiaries, or (iii) any connecting itinerary consisting
entirely of travel on one airline defendant and any non-defendant
airline that has a code-sharing arrangement with the airline
defendant pursuant to which it provides domestic travel under

8

that airline defendant's fare code (i .e .. a "Commuter
Carrier")7. Additionally, the discount fares will be available
for

tickets purchased by an eligible purchaser for domestic

travel entirely on any Commuter Carrier

electing to make the

discount fares available for domestic travel entirely on that
Commuter Carrier.
These discount fares will become available beginning
sixty (60) days after the Final Judgment becomes final and shall
remain available until either forty million dollars ($40,000,000)
in purchase cost savings is received by the class or for eighteen
months (18), whichever comes first.

The provision of these

discounts will be accomplished through the creation by the
airline defendants of a special "ticket designator" which will be
available to all travel agents and through the computer
reservation systems employed by the various airline defendants.
The airline defendants are also required to establish a
system for monitoring and reporting the usage of these discount
fares so that an independent administrator appointed by the
parties can determine accurately if the cap of $40,000,000 is to
be reached in advance of the expiration of the 18 month maximum
time period.

The procedures for calculating the termination date

The discount will be available for all fare categories
(including full business fare, leisure fare, and contract fare).
However they may not be used in conjunction with any other
discounts, award certificates, coupons or bonuses offered by the
airline defendants.
Furthermore, there will be no "blackout"
periods, hub travel requirements or other travel restrictions
affecting the utilization of those discount fares, beyond any terms
and conditions that may generally apply to the fare type of the
ticket purchased.
9

in advance of the expiration of 18 months are provided in detail
in the Settlement Agreement and the exhibits.
The plaintiffs believe that this procedure is
preferable to

distributing coupons or certificates to each of

the more than 80,000 state and local governmental entities which
are potentially members of this national class.
B.

Creation of an Administration Account
Under the Settlement Agreement, the defendants are

required to establish and fund an Administration Account in the
amount of $1,750,000.00.

This fund is to be used by the Case

Management States to pay for various administrative tasks
relating to settlement administration including, but not limited
to, the provision of Court-approved notice to the class by first
class mail; expert witness services used in connection with
seeking Court approval of the settlement; services provided by
the Case Management States in the administration of the
Settlement Agreement; the services of an administrator or escrow
agent, if any, appointed by the Case Management States to administer the administration account; and such other goods and
services, including but not limited to printing and copying, that
the Case Management States deem reasonable and necessary in the
administration of this Agreement.

Any remaining monies shall be

used by the Case Management States to compensate themselves and
the other plaintiffs for attorneys fees and investigation and
litigation costs incurred in this action.

10

It is anticipated that the Administration Account will
be fully funded by the defendants no later than five (5) days
after the date on which this Court orders preliminary approval of
the Settlement Agreement.

The Agreement also states:

"This

Settlement Agreement does not obligate the Airlines nor shall
they be required to make any further cash payments in connection
with this Settlement Agreement."
C.

Injunctive Relief
Because significant injunctive relief is provided in

the settlement of the action brought by the United States
Department of Justice against the same defendants, it was not
necessary to duplicate that injunctive relief as part of the
settlement of this action.I
.
V

IV.

A.

THE COURT SHOULD GRANT PRELIMINARY APPROVAL
OF THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
BBCAUSE IT IS FAIR. REASONABLE AND ADEQUATE

Legal Standard for Preliminary Approval
Preliminary approval of the settlement in this action

may be granted if the Court determines that there is "probable
cause" to submit the proposal to members of the class and to hold
a hearing on its fairness.

See Armstrong v. Board of Sch.

Directors, 616 F.2d 305, 314 (7th Cir. 1980); Manual for Complex
Litigation 2d, § 23.14 (1985).

A hearing on a motion for

preliminary approval is not a fairness hearing.

Rather, its

purpose is to "ascertain whether there is any reason to notify
class m embers of the proposed settlement and to proceed with a
11

fairness hearing." Armstrong v. Board of Sch. Directors. 616 F.2d
at 314; see also Blankenship v. United Mine Workers of America
Welfare and Retirement Fund of 1950, et al., 1973 WL 1979, at 1-2
(D.D.C. Jan. 2, 1973).
A motion for preliminary approval should be granted
when the court finds that the settlement proposed is "within the
range of possible approval."

In re Ampicillin Antitrust

Litigation. 82 F.R.D. 652, 653 (D.D.C. 1979).8 As illustrated
below, this Court can easily find probable cause that the
proposed settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate.
The factors to consider in assessing the fairness,
reasonableness, and adequacy of a proposed settlement are:
(1)

The risks of litigation including the problems of
proof and strength of defenses balanced against
the terms of the settlement;

(2)

The extent of investigation;

(3)

The cost of further litigation;

(4)

The good faith negotiations of the parties;

(5)

The possible collusion in gaining a settlement;

(6)

The experience of counsel; and

(7)

The extent of opposition to the settlement.

Shepherd Park Citizens Ass'n v. General Cinema Beverages of
Washington, D.C. Inc., 584 A.2d 20, 23 (D.C. App. 1990); see

8 In Newman v. Stein, 464 F.2d 689, 693 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 409 U.S. 1039 (1972), the court defined the range of
reasonableness of a settlement as "a range which recognizes the
uncertainties of law and fact in any particular case and the
concomitant risks and costs necessarily inherent in taking any
litigation to completion."
12

Manual for Complex Litigation, § 30.4; See also In re National
Student Marketing Litigation 68 F.R.D. 151, 155 (D.D.C. 1974).
B.

The Factors
1.

The Risks of Litigation Balanced Against the Terms of
the Settlement_______________________________________
One of the factors to consider in evaluating the

fairness of a class action settlement is the strength of
plaintiffs' case on the merits balanced against the amount
offered in settlement.

Shepherd Park Citizens Ass'n v. General

Cinema Beverages of Washington, D.C. Inc.. 584 A.2d at 23-25; see
Harnmnn

v. Barry, 752 F. Supp. 1087, 1095 (D.D.C. 1990).

However,

the Court must "avoid deciding or trying to decide the likely
outcome of a trial on the merits." In re National Student
Marketing Litigation. 68 F.R.D. at 155.
The gravamen of plaintiffs' complaint is that the
defendants engaged in a per se illegal conspiracy to fix prices
for domestic air transportation services.

See Catalano, Inc, v.

Target Sales, Inc., 446 U.S. 643 (1980): U.S. v. Soconv-Vacuum
Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150 (1940).

Cognizant of the fact that

sophisticated defendants may not often explicitly agree or leave
direct evidence of a price-fixing agreement, Courts have held
that such agreements may be proven by circumstantial evidence.
Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Service Corn., 465 U.S. 752 (1984);
Interstate Circuit v. U.S.. 306 U.S. 200 (1939).
In this case, the airline defendants' illegal price
fixing agreements were not explicit oral or written agreements
reached at a joint meeting.

Rather the plaintiffs allege that
13

the airline defendants' used the ATP computer network to
communicate to each other proposed fare changes for travel
between certain city-pairs and, in subsequent computer
communications, to negotiate fares for those routes.

The nature

of this conspiracy will require plaintiffs to lead the fact
finder through a voluminous and complex maze of paperwork,
including daily and weekly reports prepared by airline price
analysts, filed fares, fare footnote keys, and handwritten lists
of fare notations.

Proving one such conspiracy could require

hundreds of documents.

Demonstrating that each isolated price

fixing agreement was part of a coordinated scheme to fix prices
nationwide will involve dozens of witnesses and tens and
thousands of pages of documents.
The second count of the Complaint alleges a conspiracy
to create, maintain, operate and participate in the ATP fare
dissemination system

in order to facilitate communication about

price changes and unreasonably restrain price competition among
the airline defendants.

Because such a claim would be evaluated

under a "rule of reason" analysis, trial on this issue will
require a substantial commitment of time and resources, including
the need for multiple expert witnesses.
Thus, although the plaintiffs are confident of the
merits of their claims, a trial on the merits will require
significant effort and expense with no guarantee of success.

The

settlement reached by the parties recognizes the risks inherent
in such complex litigation and attempts to provide relief
14

consistent with the injury the class members are alleged to have
suffered.
Damages in price-fixing cases are frequently measured
by the comparison between the agreed or fixed price and the price
that would have prevailed in the absence of the illegal conduct.
Phillip Areeda et al., Antitrust Law §344, at n.2 (Little, Brown
and Company ed. 1978), citing Chattanooga Foundry & Pipe Works v.
Atlanta. 203 U.S. 390 (1906).

In this case, the plaintiffs

allege that the airline defendants engaged in a price-fixing
conspiracy for the four year period from 1988 through 1992.
During that period, the plaintiffs estimate that the total value
of domestic travel purchased by state and local governmental
entities was $1.75 billion.3

As a result of this conspiracy,

the plaintiffs believe that the cost of domestic air
transportation services increased as much as three percent (3%),
resulting in single damages to the class in the amount of fiftytwo million dollars ($52,000,000).
The defendants have agreed to settle this action by
providing discount fares for all official governmental domestic
air transportation services purchased by state governmental
entities for travel by their employees, agents and invitees.

The

total value of those discounts, $40 million, represents9

9
This estimate was based on an informal survey performed by
a number of states. The largest state and municipal entities were
surveyed and the results extrapolated to arrive at a figure of
$1.75 billion.
15

approximately 77% of the estimated single damages recoverable by
plaintiffs.
The standard used in this District to evaluate an
antitrust class action settlement is to compare the recovery to
the estimated single damages.

In re Ampicillin Antitrust

Litigation. 82 F.R.D. at 654 citing Detroit v. Grinnell Corn,.
495 F.2d 448 (2d Cir. 1974).

Although the plaintiffs may

recover treble damages if they prevail at trial, that result is
far from certain.

The opportunity for immediate widespread

distribution contained in the proposed settlement far outweighs
the risk inherent in any litigation, especially in a complex
antitrust case such as this.

Clearly, the recovery of

approximately 77 percent of the estimated single damages in this
case is a fair and adequate settlement.10
In fact, in a case involving a national private class
action asserting similar claims against these same defendants, a
United States District Court in Atlanta approved a settlement
that returned to that class only about seven and one half -»percent

10
Courts have approved settlements representing as little as
5% of estimated single damages as fair, adequate and reasonable.
Mersav v. First Republic Corn, of America. 43 F.R.D. 465, 1967-69
CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. f 92,304 at 97,422 (S.D.N.Y. 1968) (5-10%).
See generally Newman v. Stein, 464 F.2d 689 (2d Cir.) (14% of
potential recovery) , cert, denied. 409 U.S. 1039 (1972); City of
Detroit v. Grinnell Corn.. 356 F. Supp. 1380, 1386 (S.D.N.Y. 1972)
(9-11% of estimated damages), aff'd . 495 F.2d 448 (2d Cir. 1974);
In re Four Seasons Securities Law Litigation, 58 F.R.D. 19, 37
(W.D. Okla. 1972) (less than 8% of estimated damages).
16

(7.5%) of the class' single damages.11

The governmental class

proposed in the instant case was expressly excluded from
participating in the Atlanta settlement.

However, had this

class been part of the Atlanta Settlement, the total value of its
claims would have been less than $4 million dollars.
The fairness and adequacy of this settlement is further
enhanced by the means utilized to distribute the settlement
value.

Rather than relying on the distribution of discount

coupons or certificates, the use of a computerized system
allowing an immediate discount on all eligible governmental
purchases will ensure that class members receive the full benefit
of the settlement fund in a timely fashion.
Finally, although the damages suffered by the eligible
governmental entities due to the alleged price-fixing in this
case are very real, they are, nevertheless, difficult to
quantify.

The difficulty in computing damages is an additional

factor the Court should consider in evaluating the adequacy of
the proposed settlement.

See, e.q.. Bonime v. Doyle, 416,F.

Supp. 1372, 1386 n.9 (S.D.N.Y. 1976), aff'd sub nom., Dovle v.
Guardian Mcnnt., S.A.. 556 F.2d 555 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 434
U.S. 924 (1977).1

11
See In re Domestic Air Transportation Antitrust Litigation,
1993-1 Trade Cas. 170,165 (N.D. Ga. 1993). The Atlanta Settlement
of $408 million was based on total airline revenues of $172.95
billion during the relevant time period.
Assuming the same 3
percent (3%) overcharge that plaintiffs believe will be established
in this case, the Atlanta settlement of $408 million represents
only seven and one half percent (7.5%) of estimated single damages
of nearly $5.2 billion.
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In light of the substantial recovery p r o vided b y this

settlement, and the significant risks involved in continued
litigation, this Court should find that there is probable cause
to submit this settlement to members of the proposed class and to
hold a hearing on its fairness.
2.

Extent of Investigation
Beginning in 1990 the States began investigating the

alleged price-fixing charged in this action.

As part of that

investigation, the Case Management States reviewed answers to
interrogatories and documents provided by the defendants in
response to a Civil Investigative Demand issued in December,
1992.

The Case Management States also reviewed and summarized

sixty-eight depositions taken from airline employees in the
Atlanta litigation, as well as thirty-four investigative
depositions conducted by the Department of Justice before it
filed its action against the airline defendants.
In addition, the Case Management States, pursuant to a
request under Section 4F(b) of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C.-§
15f(b), obtained a number of internal airline memoranda,
documents and answers to interrogatories from the Department of
Justice.

Representatives from the Case Management States met

with Department of Justice attorneys to discuss the evidence of
separate price-fixing conspiracies.

The Case Management States

were able to benefit from the discovery and knowledge compiled by
the Department of Justice since it first started investigating
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alleged price-fixing by the airline defendants in the Fall of
1989.
Finally, the Case Management States have interviewed
industry and economic experts and have conducted a nationwide
survey of state governmental purchases of airline tickets in the
relevant four-year period.

All of this work led to a clear

understanding of the industry in general, and of the nature of
this conspiracy in particular.

Given the extensive amount of

time devoted to this case the Case Management States have
obtained sufficient information to evaluate adequately the merits
of plaintiffs' claims. See Shepherd Park Citizens Ass'n v.
General Cinema Beverages of Washington, D.C. Inc., 584 A.2d at
23 .
3.

The Cost of Further Litigation
Although the Case Management States have reviewed a

substantial amount of discovery, significant additional work
would be necessary if this case were to proceed to trial.
Protracted discovery,
would be needed.

motions practice and trial preparation

The cost of expert witnesses alone would be

prohibitive
A trial on the merits of the action would entail
considerable expense and would not necessarily end the
litigation, considering the right to appeal.

For these reasons,

the parties might have to expend many years and millions of
dollars before this case is finally resolved through litigation.
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Alternatively, the parties may settle now under terms that are
favorable to all.
4.

Good Faith Negotiation by the Parties
The Court should also consider whether a settlement was

negotiated at arms length and for the benefit of the class. See
In re Ampicillin Antitrust Litigation. 82 F.R.D. at 654; In re
National Student Marketing Litigation. 68 F.R.D. at 156.

The

settlement negotiations between the Case Management States and
defendants in this action were conducted by experienced and
competent counsel on both sides.

Actual settlement negotiations

began in earnest in the Spring of 1993 and involved numerous
face-to-face meetings, telephone conferences, and the exchange of.
settlement proposals.

The settlement structure presented to the

Court was agreed to only after a number of other proposals were
considered, analyzed, and ultimately rejected.
5.

Possible Collusion in Gaining Settlement
The settlement presented here was the result of hard

bargaining over the course of numerous months.

Over the aourse

of settlement discussions, the parties developed a creative
approach to providing value to eligible governmental purchasers
without the use of coupons or certificates.

Given an industry

known for its fiscal difficulties, a settlement providing a ten
percent discount off of all fares the most viable means of
settling of this action.

The final figure of $40 million in

total value to the class was arrived at only after difficult and
protracted negotiations.
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6.

Experience of Counsel
Counsel for the Case Management States are experienced

in antitrust class action cases.

The Attorneys General have

considerable expertise in complex antitrust litigation.

Indeed,

this action is part of a long and successful tradition of multi
state litigation by state Attorneys General.

See, e.g. ,

California v. ARC America Corp., 490 U.S. 93 (1989); In re
Insurance Antitrust Litigation. 938 F.2d 919 (9th Cir. 1991),
aff'd in part, rev'd in part sub nom, Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v.
California, 113 S. Ct. 2891 (1993); In re Coordinated Pretrial
Proceedings in Petroleum Products Antitrust Litigation. 906 F.2d
432 (9th Cir. 1990), cert, denied. Ill S. Ct. 2274 (1991); In re
Panasonic Consumer Electronics Products. 1989-1 Trade Case.
f 68,613 (S.D.N.Y. 1989).

(CCH)

See generally 60 Minutes with Robert

M. Langer, Chair, NAAG Multistate Antitrust Task Force, 60
Antitrust L.J. 197 (1991).
Representing some of the largest and most successful
law firms in the country, counsel for the airlines have
comparable experience in complex antitrust litigation.

Counsel

for all of the defendants had the added advantage of defending
claims similar to those brought in this case in prior litigation
with both the private class action in Atlanta and the Department
of Justice.

They were thus intimately familiar with all

documents and witnesses in this action.
After lengthy and vigorous negotiation, the parties
have agreed to the proposed Settlement as a just and appropriate
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resolution of this litigation.

This Settlement has been reviewed

and accepted by the Attorney General of each of the plaintiffs.
Defendants have reviewed and approved the Settlement negotiated
by counsel.

This unanimous approval of the settlement terms

demonstrates that the Settlement is within the range of
reasonableness and adequacy justifying preliminary approval.
7.

Extent of Opposition to the Settlement
At the stage of preliminary approval, the degree of

opposition to the Settlement is not known.

If the Court grants

preliminary approval, and conditionally certifies a class action,
eligible governmental purchasers will receive notice explaining
the terms of the Settlement and their right to object, opt out,
or pursue private remedies.
Class Action).

Settlement, Exhibit D (Notice of

Plaintiffs expect few, if any, eligible

governmental purchasers to opt out.

V.

CONDITIONAL CLAES CERTIFICATION

This action is brought by Plaintiffs as a class -action
on behalf of themselves and a class of State and local
governmental purchasers of domestic air transportation services.
For purpose of the settlement reached with all the defendants,
plaintiffs request this Court to certify the following class:
Each state of the United States, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam,
American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas Islands, and each of their political
subdivisions or instrumentalities, including but not
limited to their departments, branches, bureaus,
agencies, colleges, universities, hospitals, counties,
cities, towns, villages, parishes, municipalities,
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school districts, public transit districts, special
purpose districts, redevelopment agencies and taxing
districts, as well as any agencies and
instrumentalities in and of more than one such state or
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, or the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands.
There are more than 80,000 potential of members of this class.12
Moreover, defendants have stipulated to class certification for
purposes of this settlement.

See Settlement Agreement, Paragraph

III.E.

Plaintiffs are members of the class and their claims
are typical of class members.

Thus, the claims of the plaintiffs

coincide with, and are not antagonistic to, the claims of other
class members.

Moreover, plaintiffs are represented by their

respective Attorneys General, who are experienced in the
prosecution of antitrust class actions.
A.

Legal Standard for Conditional Class Certification
Under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,

the Court must engage in a two-step analysis in order to
determine whether it should certify this action as a class-» action
for purposes of this settlement.

First, the Court must determine

whether the plaintiffs have satisfied the prerequisites for
maintaining class actions as set forth in F.R.C.P. 23(a).
Second, if the plaintiffs can satisfy the prerequisites of

Rule

2 3 (a), then under Rule 23(b) the Court must determine whether

12
This proposed class of state and local governmental
entities was expressly excluded from participating as part of the
class certified in the Atlanta litigation against the same
defendants.
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!

there are additional elements that would justify the use of the
class action. See F.R.C.P. 23 (a)

advisory committee's note.

Applying this two-step analysis, the Court should certify the
present action as a class action.
1.

The Plaintiffs Have Satisfied All Prerequisites For
Class Certification._______________________________
Rule 23(a) provides that class members may maintain a

class action as representatives of a class if they satisfy four
prerequisites:
(1)

the class members are so numerous that joinder of
all members is impracticable;

(2)

the action addresses questions of law or fact
common to the class;

(3)

the claims or defenses of the class rep
resentatives are typical of the claims or defenses
of the class; and

(4)

the class representative parties will fairly and
adequately protect the interests of the class.

The plaintiffs have satisfied each of these pre-requisites to
maintaining a class action.
The proposed class is so numerous that joinder of all
members in the action is impracticable.

The class members, all

state and local governmental entities, are located throughout the
United States and include Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands,
Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
i

Marianas Islands.

Although plaintiffs have not determined the

exact number of such governmental entities, it is estimated that
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class members number 75,000 or more.

It would be impossible to

join all state and local governmental entities in one action.

In

such circumstances, governmental units have not hesitated to
prosecute antitrust violations as class actions. See generally,
von Kalinowski, 10 Antitrust Laws and Trade Regulation §108.01 [2]
n. 7 (Matthew Bender 1991).
In addition, there are questions of law and fact common
to all members of the class, and the claims of the plaintiffs are
typical of the claims of the other class members.

The Complaint

in this case alleges a price-fixing conspiracy that affected all
state and local governmental entities which purchased domestic
air transportation services from one of the airline defendants.
Proof of that conspiracy will necessarily involve proof of
identical factual issues.

Courts have recognized that price

fixing allegations are particularly well-suited for class action
treatment.13
Furthermore, plaintiffs will fairly and adequately
protect the interests of the class.

Plaintiffs are represented

by their respective Attorneys General, who have substantial
experience in the prosecution of antitrust actions.

In addition,

the Attorneys General have a unique interest in looking after the

13 See, e.g.. In Re Ampicillin Antitrust Litigation, 55 F.R.D.
269, 273 (D.D.C. 1972); Philadelphia Elec. Co. v. Anaconda American
Brass Co.. 43 F.R.D. 452, 457-58 (E.D. Pa. 1968); State of Illinois
v. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 301 F. Supp. 484, (N.D. 111.
1969); State of Iowa v. Union Asphalt & Roadoils, Inc., 281 F.
Supp. 391 (S.D. Iowa 1968), aff'd on other grounds 409 F.2d 1239
(8th Cir. 1969).
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interests of both state and local governments.

Thus, plaintiffs

are better situated to represent the interests of the class than
the typical class representative.
2.

A Class Action Will Avoid The Risk Of Inconsistent
Adjudications ,____________________________________
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(1) provides that

a class action may be maintained if the prosecution of separate
actions by
of

individual members of the class would create a risk

"inconsistent or varying adjudications . . . which would

establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party
opposing the class."

This risk is especially great where, as

in this case, there are tens of thousands of class members
located in every jurisdiction in the country.

Separate lawsuits

by even some of the fifty states, especially in such complex
antitrust litigation, could subject these defendants to wildly
varying results.
3.

Questions of Law And Fact Common To The Class
Predominate.____________________________
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3) provides that

a court can certify an action as a class action if:
[T]he court finds that the questions of law or fact
common to the members of the class predominate over any
questions affecting only individual members, and that a
class action is superior to other available methods for
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.
This case alleges that the defendants engaged in a conspiracy to
fix the price of fares for domestic air transportation services
throughout the United States.

Questions of law and fact

concerning the existence of that conspiracy clearly predominate
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over factual or legal issues of concern to individual class
members.

That is usually the case where an overarching

conspiracy to fix prices is charged.

See, von Kalinowski, 10

Antitrust Laws and Trade Regulation §108.03[4]

(1991).

The only issue that will be specific to each class
member is the calculation of individual damages based upon the
volume of domestic fares purchased by each class member.

But

even that issue is subject to similar, if not identical, evidence
of the overcharge caused by the conspiracy, as well as the
potential for calculating those damages in the aggregate through
statistical means, as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 15d.

In fact, the

potential for extremely small recoveries by governmental entities
with minimal purchases during the conspiracy period makes it
unlikely that many of these class members would even undertake
the time and expense to separately attempt to prove this
conspiracy.

In this respect, the Attorneys General representing

the plaintiffs are uniquely qualified to protect the interests of
all potential class members, and to ensure that this litigation
is prosecuted in an organized and manageable fashion.
Judicial economy as well as fairness to the defendants
make the litigation of such claims in one action far more
desirable than thousands of separate actions litigating the same
issues.

Here, because all of the necessary requirements of Rule

23 have been satisfied, this Court should immediately certify the
proposed class action for purposes of this settlement, and direct
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that class notice in the form attached hereto be sent via first
class mail to all potential class members.

VI.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs respectfully
request that the Court grant preliminary approval of the
Settlement Agreement in this action and that the Court
conditionally certify the requested class so that proper class
notification can be sent.

DATED THIS 10th day of November, 1994.
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GALE A. NORTON
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By jl Lvi /Y)’
h *\
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For Airline Tariff Publishing
Company:
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Dow, Lohnes & Albertson
1255 23rd Street, N.W.
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Washington, D.C. 20037
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For Alaska Airlines, Inc.:

James V. Dick
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
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Washington, D.C. 20004
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767 Fifth Avenue
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Washington, D.C. 20004-2595

For Delta Airlines, Inc.:

Edward Krugman
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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